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Executive Summary 
Kelvin Grove Urban Village (KGUV) is a $400 million joint initiative of the Queensland Government 
and the Queensland University of Technology (QUT), delivered in association with the private sector.  
It is located on 16Ha of land at the former Gona Army Barracks site, next to QUT-Kelvin Grove, and 
within 2km of the Brisbane CBD.  The development will incorporate around 800 residential units, QUT 
faculty buildings, shops, restaurants and cafes, all connected by parks and paths intended to promote 
walking and cycling.  The village includes infrastructure works such as new roads, underground 
services, parks and extensive landscaping.  
One of the strategic goals of the KGUV Integrated Master Plan, August 2004 is to “ensure that people 
using the urban village can be less car dependant than the general Brisbane population”.  This 
reduction in car dependency requires not only the creation of active transport links within the urban 
village, but also the existence or creation of active transport links to the wider city within the KGUV 
Frame Area. The City West Strategy states that “The highest priority is to ensure the Urban Village is fully 
connected to the rest of City West”. The purpose of this project then is to: 
• study and qualify regional accessibility to and from KGUV by active transport modes (walking, 
cycling, and public transport); and  
• To identify proposals that will likely improve the regional transport system’s capability to 
provide for effective accessibility to KGUV by active transport. 
A geographical information system (GIS) was the primary tool used for the analyses carried out in this 
study, and allowed the mapping of pedestrian, cycle, bus, train and ferry infrastructure, and the 
subsequent identification of where improvements may be made to the infrastructure network.  The 
GIS-based transport analysis software TLOS was used for the first time in Brisbane to integrate both 
temporal and spatial features of bus and train services into a single analysis. 
The recommendations of this report for infrastructure improvements include: 
• Upgrading of pedestrian access along the primary route to the CBD along Lower Clifton 
Terrace 
• Upgrading of footpath infrastructure and signage along designated pedestrian and cycle 
routes between KGUV and the CBD 
• Designation, marking and signage of any new sections of bikeway to improve connectivity 
with existing networks 
• Consideration of redesignating some cycle routes away from streets that have steep grades 
or heavy traffic 
• Signage on Kelvin Grove Road along the KGUV frontage directing pedestrians to cross at 
the signalised intersections at Blamey St and Musk Ave 
• Signage within KGUV and along Kelvin Grove Road providing directional guidance to transit 
facilities, compatible with the TransLink information signage being installed across Brisbane 
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• Consideration of enhanced pedestrian priority at the signalised intersections on Kelvin 
Grove Road at Musk Ave and Blamey St, if feasible 
• Widening and other upgrading of footpaths along both sides of Kelvin Grove Rd between 
Musgrave Road and Prospect Tce and along College Rd to accommodate shared 
pedestrian and bicycle traffic 
• Consideration of installing pedestrian fencing along the eastern side of Kelvin Grove Rd 
between Musk Ave and Ithaca St exit ramp 
• Redesign of traffic calming treatments on Victoria Park Road to provide for easier 
manoeuvring by bus operators, or alternatively, rerouting of the 391 service to avoid this 
section of road 
• Consideration of extending the operation of the 391 service as KGUV develops, particularly 
during “out of semester” periods where services are currently reduced. 
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PART I Introduction 
1 Introduction 
1.1 Increasing Active Transport 
Over the last few decades there has been an increasing move towards trying to plan for and provide 
networks and facilities for active transport—walking, cycling, and public transport—while at the same 
time there has been a continuing domination of Western cities by the private motor vehicle.  Bicycle 
riding, for example, was often excluded from the planning process in decades passed, but is now more 
seriously addressed because it supports sustainable development including climate, health, air quality 
and social inclusion (McClintock 2002a).  Yeates (2002) suggests that in some places cycling remains 
excluded by experts who choose not to include it as part of urban traffic management and urban 
design.   
There is a growing effort to increase the use of public transport in South East Queensland (SEQ), after 
a series of enquiries beginning in the late 1990’s revealed that public transport use between 1960 and 
1996 fell from 40 percent to less than 7 percent, while motor vehicle use increased dramatically 
(Cunningham 1999). 
(McClintock 2002a) reminded us that benefits gained from decreasing motor vehicle use and 
increasing active transport include: 
• reduced traffic congestion; 
• overall infrastructure cost savings; 
• reduced parking impacts and savings to costs of car parking building and maintenance; 
• greater and more equitable transport choice; and 
• improved health. 
With issues such as air pollution and greenhouse gas in the minds of government and the public, the 
continuing dominance of private motorized transport is being questioned.  Mees (2000) reported the 
overall decline in the fuel efficiency of the Australian car fleet between 1963 and 1995 from 11.4 L/100 
km to 11.5 L/100 km, despite all efforts to increase efficiency to reduce pollution. 
With these changes in transport planning attitudes have been changes away from urban development 
that has a total dependence on private motor vehicles towards a focus on accessibility and mobility.  
Part of this urban planning shift has been towards the development of the urban village, a place 
wherein the majority of the requirements of a community can be met, and the majority of trips within 
the village can be made by walking or cycling. 
1.2 Kelvin Grove Urban Village 
Kelvin Grove Urban Village (KGUV) has been described as a “new high-tech, environmentally 
sustainable village that will offer a range of residential, educational, health, retail and recreational 
facilities to residents and visitors…in inner city Brisbane” (DPC 2004).  The village is a A$400 million 
joint initiative of the Queensland Government and the Queensland University of Technology (QUT), 
delivered in association with the private sector.  It is located on 16Ha of land at the former Gona Army 
Barracks site, next to QUT-Kelvin Grove (QUT-KG), within 2 km of the Brisbane CBD (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1: KGUV Frame Area 
 
The development will incorporate around 800 residential units, QUT buildings, shops, restaurants and 
cafes, all connected by parks and paths intended to promote walking and cycling.  The village includes 
infrastructure works such as new roads, underground services, parks and extensive landscaping (QUT 
2005). 
The Creative Industries Precinct has been established by QUT, and the university is now developing 
the Institute of Health and Biomedical Innovation (IHBI), scheduled for completion in late 2005.  One 
aim of the village is to demonstrate sustainability in an inner-urban environment.  To this end it has 
been planned using Ecological Sustainable Development (ESD) principles to balance environmental, 
social and economic considerations, including buildings that will feature energy efficient ventilation, 
appliances and water heating, with a focus on conservation of water, energy efficiency, waste 
management and recycling. 
The genesis of the KGUV can be seen as part of a growing movement worldwide toward the 
development of urban villages where, among other things, the role of motorized transport is greatly 
reduced, and active transport modes are supported and promoted. Urban villages arose 
spontaneously in Europe as local people sought to take back their local area by reducing motor 
vehicle access (Newman and Kenworthy 1999: 166).  Newman and Kenworthy (1999: 166) list twelve 
characteristics of successful urban villages; three of these characteristics pertain directly to transport 
and are:  
• A high degree of self-sufficiency to meet local needs but with good rail and bus links to the 
wider city 
• A rail station near the core 
• Pedestrian and cycle links. 
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It is not enough to simply restrict car use; other viable transport alternatives must be made available 
(Newman and Kenworthy 1999).  KGUV does not have a rail link near the core, although there is a 
busway station on the eastern side and a major bus corridor along the western side of the site.  There 
has been very deliberate planning to create a high degree of self-sufficiency, and to create a network 
of pedestrian and bicycle paths within the urban village.  However, linkages to the external are also 
critical to the success of the urban village.  This project seeks to address this issue. 
2 Goal and Purpose of Project  
One of the strategic goals of the KGUV Integrated Master Plan, August 2004 is to “ensure that people 
using the urban village can be less car dependant than the general Brisbane population”.  This 
reduction in car dependency requires not only the creation of active transport links within the urban 
village, but also the existence or creation of active transport links to the wider city within the KGUV 
Frame Area. The City West Strategy states that “The highest priority is to ensure the Urban Village is fully 
connected to the rest of City West”. The purpose of this project then is to: 
• study and qualify regional accessibility to and from KGUV by active transport modes (walking, 
cycling, and public transport); and  
• To identify proposals that will likely improve the regional transport system’s capability to 
provide for effective accessibility to KGUV by active transport. 
3 Background to adoption of active transport 
Local and regional authorities are working to facilitate the uptake and use of active transport over 
private motor vehicles.  The use of such transport depends on three main factors: infrastructure and 
services; land-use planning; and travel decisions.   
• Transport services and infrastructure includes the physical part of active transport; for 
example, if there is no bus, one cannot catch it.   
• Land-use planning involves the active planning of the urban structure so that active transport 
is possible; for example, location of facilities within walking or cycling range of residential 
areas.   
• Travel decisions are influenced by infrastructure and land use, a person’s knowledge of the 
system, and their attitudes towards various modes of transport (James and Brog 2003). 
Governments typically try to influence travel decisions through so-called hard or soft policies.  Hard 
policies include transport infrastructure and land-use planning, while soft policies include involuntary 
measures, such as parking fees and road tolls, and mechanisms for voluntary behaviour change such 
as Travelsmart surveys (James and Brog 2003).  Advocates of the voluntary approach to increasing 
use of active transport claim that there is "enormous potential for effective voluntary soft policies, and 
arguably better value for money than traditional hard policies"  (James and Brog 2003: 389). 
Travel decisions—that is, whether a trip should be made via private motor vehicle or active transport—
can be seen as consisting of three considerations: constraints, objective reasons and subjective views 
(James and Brog 2003).   
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• Constraints are usually physical constraints and options for individuals and households; for 
example, the need to transport heavy luggage or a number of small children.   
• Objective reasons relate mainly to transport infrastructure and services, for example the 
destination being too far to walk from nearest station or stop.  
• Subjective views relate to social values, norms and knowledge pertinent to travel behaviour 
decisions, for example a negative attitude about cycling, a feeling that public transport is 
demeaning, or fears about safety.   
Changing objective reasons is the focus of government capital expenditure, whilst changing subjective 
views is the focus of behavioural change programmes (James and Brog 2003). 
As can be appreciated, there is considerable interplay and feedback between these considerations.  
Constraints may be self-imposed due to underlying subjective views, or objective reasons may 
influence negative subjective views, and so on.  What is most likely needed to improve the rates of use 
of active transport is the integration of all three factors of infrastructure and services, land use planning 
and travel decisions, particularly when land use planning is recognised as fundamental to the long 
term success of public transport (Kenworthy and Newman 1991).  These three factors will need to be 
addressed to achieve the goals of KGUV. 
In a 1991 study of responses to an inner Melbourne transport strategy document (Kenworthy and 
Newman 1991), issues identified by survey respondents included: 
• Operational and service delivery issues eg poor frequencies, lack of timetable coordination 
and mode change facilities 
• Low quality station and stop environments 
• Problems with some vehicles 
• Poor reliability of services and need for transit priority and traffic management 
• Insufficient passenger information, marketing and public education about the problems of cars 
and the importance of public transport 
• Need for greater integration of residential and commercial development around public 
transport system. 
All of these issues relate to the provision of infrastructure and services, as well as land-use planning. 
Similarly, positive features of the active transport system that respondents identified also relate to the 
provision of infrastructure and services (Kenworthy and Newman 1991): 
• Frequent, inexpensive and regular services 
• Accessibility of multiple routes and modes 
• Ticket system allowing easy mode and service change 
• Easy to understand system, maps and schedules available 
• Some express services, especially rail 
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• Access to home or CBD 
• Areas within walking distance. 
Finally, infrastructure disincentives to use cars include not increasing the available parking at places 
serviced by public transport (Kenworthy and Newman 1991: 10). 
4 Scope of project 
While it is clear that complex interactions occur between aspects affecting active transport, the scope 
of this project will be restricted to deal with only those aspects that are hard policy, and more 
specifically with infrastructure and services.  Other research projects have been proposed that would 
study transport at KGUV, for example the ‘SEPA’ project, which is focussed on transport and access 
issues within the KGUV site, has been recognised as complimentary to this project. Projects such as 
this provide a pro-active approach to transport and access planning, which can be implemented as 
soon as residents begin moving into the development. This contrasts with the normal demand 
responses, which can be slow, ad hoc and inefficient, and promises to be a significant feature that sets 
KGUV apart from previous developments.   
Other institutions within the KGUV Frame Area will impact upon the active transport traffic in the 
locality, including Royal Brisbane and Women’s Hospital, Royal Children’s Hospital, University of 
Queensland Medical School, Brisbane Grammar School, Brisbane Girls Grammar School, and Kelvin 
Grove State College.  While QUT-KG attracts students and staff from a large catchment, students are 
also drawn from the local area (see Table 26). 
Another reason for focussing on the infrastructure and services for active transport to and from KGUV 
is that this service has been regarded as poor.  The City West Strategy (CWT 2004) specifically 
identifies the Normanby/Kelvin Grove area as one lacking in transport infrastructure links.  For 
Brisbane the car has been identified as a potential ‘captive’ mode (Pearce 2002); so people are most 
likely using private cars to access places within QUT-KG because of a deficiency in active transport 
infrastructure and services.  To establish this is one of the implicit aims of this project.  It is also 
important to state that they are a number of physical barriers to adoption of active transport in the 
Kelvin Grove area.  The most significant is topography, which is hilly and in places very steep.  Such 
terrain can make cycling and walking difficult or dangerous, and can reduce the effective distances 
people are able, or prepared to, travel.  Constructed barriers are also significant, and include wide, 
busy roads such as the Inner City Bypass, Kelvin Grove Rd, Bowen Hills Rd, the Exhibition branch 
railway line, and the Victoria Park golf course, which although a public space, is unsafe to unwarily 
walk or cycle across, and which is inaccessible in places due to the Inner Northern Busway. 
For QUT-KG, some of the issues documented above have been repeated in the findings of the QUT 
Kelvin Grove Travel Survey Report 2004 (Qld Transport 2004).   
• When asked ‘What would encourage you to cycle or walk?’ some of the top responses were: 
improved paths, smooth direct paths (potentially equivalent to improved paths), and better 
facilities. (Interestingly, ‘nothing’ was a frequent response to this question.)   
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• When asked what was their 'main reason for driving to and from QUT-KG', the top responses 
were convenience, lack of public transport, reliability, odd hours, and comfort.   
• When asked ‘what would encourage you to use public transport?’ some of the top responses 
were frequent services, convenient stops, reliability, more bus routes and weekly-monthly-
semester tickets.   
These responses indicate a perceived need for improved active transport infrastructure and services 
at QUT-KG. 
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PART II Active Transport Benchmarks 
5 Infrastructure and service components examined 
The types of active transport infrastructure and services to be examined in this study are facilities for 
walking, cycling, and public transport.  For public transport the services provided include frequency 
and reliability, as well as connectivity for multi-mode, multi-leg trips. 
Considerations for the delivery of a best practice system of active transport options are summarised in 
Tables 1 and 2 and will be expanded and specified in the following section.   
 
Table 1: Summary of considerations for active transport  
Mode Infrastructure Considerations 
Walking Footpaths and pathways Quality and accessibility 
Pathway surface, width, gradient, route, directness, 
lighting, signage 
Connection to meaningful destinations 
Connection to other transport modes 
Safety and security 
Cycling Shared and dedicated 
bicycle pathways 
Pathway surface, width, gradient, route, directness, 
lighting, curves, sight lines and distances 
Connections to meaningful destinations 
Facilities for securing bicycles at destinations 
Connection to other transport modes 
Facilities for securing bicycles at transport interchange 
Ability to travel with bicycles on public transport 
 Bicycle routes on roads Unmarked routes on shared roadways 
Marked shared zones 
Marked bus/bike lanes 
Marked segregated lanes 
Protected lanes on roadway (i.e. median separating motor 
vehicles from bicycles) 
 End-of-trip facilities Lockers and showers at businesses and residential 
premises 
Secure bike storage areas at stations, stops, and ends of 
trips, including racks, enclosed racks and bike lockers 
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Table 2: Summary of considerations for transit 
Mode Infrastructure Considerations 
Bus Fixed infrastructure Bus stops and stations need to be appropriately located, 
configured and be accessible to people with reduced mobility 
Facilities must be provided at bus stations for cyclists to secure 
bicycles 
Security and lighting 
Protection from adverse weather (e.g. sun, rain) 
 Services Buses need to be accessible, reliable, and comfortable 
Services must be scheduled to be: 
Frequent 
Regular 
Adequate capacity must be provided 
 Routes Must be: 
Appropriate (i.e. stopping close to destinations) 
Expeditious (i.e. direct rather than circuitous) 
Not duplicated. 
Bus routes must connect with other services, as well as with 
rail, walking and cycling modes. 
Services need to be timetabled to integrate with activities at 
QUT-KG, KGUV, at other venues in the CBD and wider city, 
other bus services, train services, and walking and cycling trip 
legs. 
Ample signage of routes, services, and destinations needs to 
be provided. 
Residents, students and employees must be educated as to 
available routes and services  
Rail Fixed infrastructure Pathways for walking and cycling 
Connection to bus routes between KGUV and nearby train 
stations.   
 Services Services must be frequent, reliable and regular. 
Timetabling of bus and train services needs to be integrated 
Ferry Services Bus and ferry service timetables need to be integrated to allow 
connectivity. 
 
6 Details of benchmarks and standards 
It is important to establish a suitable set of benchmarks and standards against which the active 
transport infrastructure can be assessed.  This section consists of explicit details of the benchmarks 
and standards for all the infrastructure and services that will be examined in this project.  The material 
consists of a mixture of Australian Standards, international best practice, policy objectives, and 
includes comparisons of standards and potentially conflicting specifications. 
One of the common concepts used in all the sections below is that of the Level of Service (LOS).  It is 
a measure of how ‘acceptable’ the particular transport mode is typically from the viewpoint of the user.  
Typical considerations are speed, congestion, frequent stopping, and safety (perceived or actual).  
One goal of transport planning is to meet particular targets for LOS in the face of other constraints (eg 
cost of facilities). 
Best practice material including LOS criteria for each mode of transport are presented below.  Within 
each mode, both overarching principles and specific requirements are addressed. 
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6.1 Walking 
We are all pedestrians, even when the trips we make on foot are only at the beginning and end of a 
motorized journey (Grava 2003).  Walking is the most ubiquitous form of transport, although its role 
has been eroded with the rise of motorised transport.  It is still an important element of travel, and 
transport planning, because walking is a component of most journeys; for example walk-bus-walk 
(Brog et al. 2003).  Surveys may overstate the importance of motorised transport, since most surveys 
only ask for the main mode of transport, and often neglect use of walking in multi-leg trips.  Walking is 
important because it has a high 'substitution value’, that is, it is very easily substituted for some other 
form of transport, particularly private motor vehicle transport (Brog et al. 2003).  Pedestrian 
movements are addressed explicitly in Australia at policy and planning levels (Australian Government 
1995), and walking is required to be integrated into the transport network for urban areas (Austroads 
1995: Sec. 1.7.2). 
6.1.1 Specifications 
Specifications covered here for pedestrian transport fall into a number of categories including space, 
clearance, capacity, surface, gradient, speed, traffic density, and signalised intersections.  Some of the 
key benchmarks are summarised at the end of this section.  Further discussion of pedestrian transport 
is made in Section 0 on pedestrian and bicycle safety.  Principle sources for specifications include the 
Highway Capacity Manual 2000 (TRB 2000), Chapters 11 and 18, Guide to Engineering Practice: Part 
13 Pedestrians (Austroads 1995) and Australian Standard 1742.10 Manual of Uniform Traffic Control 
Devices Part 10: Pedestrian Control and Protection (Standards Australia 1990). 
Space 
Minimum and preferred space for pedestrians on footpaths, including extra space required for special 
needs pedestrians, is shown in Table 3. 
 
Table 3: Width and headroom of footpath space  
(Austroads 1995: Section 2.1; TRB 2000). 
Requirements Width (m) Height (m) 
Absolute minimum 0.9 2.0 
Ambulant disabled minimum 1.0 2.0 
Wheelchair minimum 1.2 2.0 
General minimum 1.5 2.0 
2 wheelchairs pass minimum 1.5 2.0 
Wheelchair & pram pass minimum 1.5 2.0 
2 wheelchairs pass preferred 1.8 2.4 
General preferred 1.8 2.4 
High-demand 2.4 2.4 
 
If pathways are shared with bicycles, they should conform to the widths shown later in Table 16 and 
Table 17. 
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Clearance 
Measurements in the section above are for the footpaths themselves, but footpaths also need to be 
clear of obstacles and hazards, such as trees and bushes, buildings, roads, posts, bins, seats, tables 
etc.  Footpaths should be clear of roadways, and where footpaths abut the kerb, extra width is 
required—a setback distance. 
Capacity 
Capacity does not predict expected or likely levels of use or patronage; rather, the maximum use or 
patronage that can be accommodated.  The Highway Capacity Manual 2000 (TRB 2000) defines 
capacity as: 
The maximum sustainable flow rate at which vehicles or persons reasonably can be expected to 
traverse a point or uniform segment of a lane or roadway during a specified time period under given 
roadway, geometric, environmental and control conditions. (TRB 2000: 5.2). 
The capacity of footpaths can be derived from:  
vped =Sped*Dped     Eq 1 
where:  
vped = unit flow rate (ped/min/m) 
Sped = pedestrian speed (m/min), and 
 Dped = pedestrian density (ped/m2).  
 Space per pedestrian, also known as module size or inverse of density, is a function of speed and 
flow rate, M = Sped/ vped. 
 
Table 4: LOS for pedestrians 
(Austroads 1995: 11) 
Level of Service Module size (m2/ped.) Speed (m/min) Flow rate 
(ped/m(width)/min) 
A >3.3 80 23 
B 2.3-3.3 80 23-33 
C 1.4-2.3 78 33-49 
D 0.9-1.4 75 49-66 
E 0.5-0.9 60 66-82 
F <0.5 30 Up to 82 
 
As the module size (space per pedestrian) decreases, the probability of conflict increases, with critical 
points at 3.25 m2/ped (LOS A/B) above which conflicts almost never occur, and 1.11 m2/ped (LOS 
D/E/F) below which conflicts almost always occur (TRB 2000: 11.7).  Footpath facilities must be wide 
enough and unobstructed enough to allow the anticipated pedestrian traffic at the desired level of 
service.  Also affecting capacity of footpaths is the problem of cross-flow pedestrian traffic. 
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Surfaces 
Surfaces for footpaths, particularly on gradients, should be hard surfaces such as concrete, asphaltic 
concrete or unglazed pavers and bricks.  Surfaces must be slip resistant, even and flat, and where 
possible of uniform colour.  Guidance strips may be used as aids for people with impaired vision, and 
standards for use are in AS 1428.4. 
Gradient 
Gradient of paths is important, because it can quite significantly affect the distance that pedestrians 
can walk, as well as the speed and safety of cyclists (see Section 6.2.1).  Motorists are usually 
unaware of changes in gradient, but people having to walk may quickly tire, or be unable to walk the 
distance in a reasonable time.  Paths should in general have gradients of less than 1 in 33 (3%), but 
for steeper slopes, guidelines shown in Table 5 should be followed. 
 
Table 5: Pedestrian standards for sloping paths 
(From Austroads 1995: 23, Section 2.2.2.3) 
Gradient % Path requirements 
3 Sloping footpath (see AS 1428) 
3-5 Rest (flat) areas at least: every 18 m, 1.2 m long 
5-7 Rest areas at least: every 14 m, 1.2 m long 
7 Rest areas at least: every 9 m, 1.2 m long 
 
Speed 
The speed of pedestrians is quite variable, and depends upon not only age (with the elderly and young 
children generally slower), and gender, but also health and disability. Walking speeds for overall 
population is shown in Table 6, and for elderly pedestrians in Table 7. 
 
Table 6: Walking speeds for overall population 
 (Austroads 1995: 2) 
Units Minimum Average Maximum 
m/s 0.74 1.35 2.39 
km/h 2.66 4.86 8.60 
 
Table 7: Walking speeds for elderly pedestrians 
 (Austroads 1995: 6) 
Walking pace Mean Slowest 10%ile 
Normal 1.13 m/s 0.8 m/s 
Hurried 1.41 m/s 1.0 m/s 
Rushing to catch bus 1.71m/s 1.0 m/s 
 
These average walking speeds provide standard distances for comparing access and services.  
Typically walking distances are compared in multiples of 400 m, equivalent to five minutes walking 
time, or similarly, 800, 1,200 and 1,600 m (1 mile), corresponding to 10, 15 and 20 minutes walking 
time.  These distances become much more important when considering public transport and how far 
passengers will travel to and from transit stops, and are covered in Section 6.7.4. 
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Traffic volume 
When pedestrian paths run near roads, consideration needs to be taken of the volume of traffic on the 
road (Vehicles per Day, or VPD).  General guidelines for urban residential development, based upon 
Road Hierarchy principles, are set out in the Australian Model Code for Residential Development 
(AMCORD) (Australian Government 1995), and are summarised in Table 8. 
 
Table 8: Pedestrian footpath requirements and road traffic volume criterion 
 (Austroads 1995) 
Maximum road traffic volume 
(VPD) 
Minimum width of footpath required Speed limit km/h 
300 0 15 
1000 1.2 m 30 
2000 1.2 m 40 
3000 1.2 m (both sides) 50 
6000 1.2 m or 2.0 m shared path 60 
 
Signalised intersections 
Signalised intersections may include pedestrian operated lights (Pelicans), pedestrian user friendly 
intelligent signals (Puffins) or more usually traffic intersections with pedestrian signals (Austroads 
1995: Section 3.5)  Some important considerations are the likely volumes of pedestrians, the likely age 
(eg school children) and the delay at the signal, since increased delays also increase the likelihood 
that pedestrians will disobey the signal, as shown in Table 9. 
 
Table 9: Signalised crossing delay and non-compliance 
(from TRB 2000: 18--8) 
LOS Delay s/person Likelihood of non-compliance 
A <10 Low 
B 10-20  
C 20-30 Moderate 
D 30-40  
E 40-60 High 
F >60 Very high 
 
Grade separation 
Grade separation is not typically used in Australia because of high capital costs, poor levels of 
patronage and difficulties for the elderly and disabled to use them because of the change in level 
(Austroads 1995: Section 3.6).  Such treatments include subways and bridges, and are usually only 
implemented when there are high levels of pedestrian and motor vehicle traffic, particularly if that 
traffic is travelling at high speed (Austroads 1995: Section 3.6). 
Access to public transport 
Pedestrian access to public transport such as buses and trains is an important consideration, as 
adequate and appropriate facilities must be provided, especially for elderly or disabled patrons 
(Austroads 1995: Section 5).  This will be covered further in Section 6.7.4. 
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6.2 Cycling 
Cycling is increasingly being encouraged across Australia, with both state and national strategies 
seeking to increase bicycle use, particularly to replace trips that would otherwise be made by motor 
vehicle.  In Queensland, the state wide average most recently determined for trips made by bicycle 
was 3%, and the Queensland Cycle Strategy seeks to increase this to at least 6% by 2021.  The Cycle 
South East strategy target for SEQ is for at least 5% of all trips to be made by bicycle by 2007 and at 
least 8% by 2011 (Qld Transport 1999).  Brisbane City Council has also set a target of 8% of all trips 
by bicycle, by 2016 (BCC 2002). 
The objectives of the Queensland Cycle Strategy (Qld Transport 2003) are:  
• Effective coordination and monitoring of strategy implementation; 
• Integrated policy and practice that facilitates cycling; 
• A quality network of bicycle routes; 
• Improved safety and security for bicycle riders; 
• Integration of cycling and public transport; 
• Widespread provision of convenient and secure end of trip facilities; and 
• Effective encouragement and promotion of cycling. 
These objectives need to be considered when examining the principles and specifications for cycling. 
Generally, bicycles are very suited to trips within a 5 km (3 mile) radius.  Trips up to 20 km long can be 
achieved by average fitness riders, and since most car trips lie within this range, the bicycle is suited 
to replacing a proportion of car trips (Austroads 1999: 1). 
Considering cyclists 
In providing infrastructure for cyclists, a number of principles need to be observed.  In terms of making 
provision for cyclists, one hierarchy (McClintock 2002b) of the most appropriate provisions for making 
provision for cyclists in transport planning is: 
• Traffic reduction (eg restricting heavy vehicles) 
• Traffic calming (eg reduced speed limits) 
• Junction treatment and traffic management 
• Redistribution of carriageway space 
• Segregated provision. 
In terms of providing cycle routes, their key characteristics (McClintock 2002b) are: 
• Attractiveness 
• Directness 
• Coherence 
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• Safety 
• Comfort. 
In the promotion of cycling, a study undertaken by the UK Department of Environment, Transport and 
Regions found the following measures to be effective (McClintock 2002b): 
• Reducing traffic volumes, for example restricting or diverting heavy vehicles 
• Traffic calming  
• Cycle lanes on carriageway or bus & cycle lanes 
• Improved off-road cycle tracks 
• Promotion by health and education providers of cycling to school, work or hospital with site-
specific travel plans 
• More use of public rights of way for local journeys 
• Carefully consider shared use with pedestrians, unsegregated shared use is to be avoided. 
Not all cyclists are the same, and Austroads (1999: 5) recognise seven broad groups: 
• Recreational cyclists 
• Primary school children 
• Secondary school children 
• Commuter cyclists 
• Touring cyclists 
• Utility cyclists 
• Sports cyclists in training. 
The cycling skills and requirements for each of these groups varies markedly, and before facilities are 
provided assessments need to be made of who will use those facilities, and whether they are 
appropriate to them.  For the region around KGUV, most of these groups of cyclists will need to be 
catered for, indicating that different facilities will have to be provided.  It is anticipated that the main 
users, particularly those who travel to and from QUT-KG, will be utility, commuter, sports and 
recreational cyclists, so the main focus here will be on these four groups of riders. 
Generally, lanes, routes and paths for cyclists must fulfil the following requirements (Austroads 1999: 
14): 
• Space to ride 
• Smooth surface 
• Speed maintenance 
• Connectivity 
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• Information. 
With these principles in mind, specific details of what cyclists require can be laid out in Table 10. 
 
Table 10: Example requirements for cyclists considered in this study 
Users Considerations Facility treatments 
Recreational cyclists Information 
Attractiveness 
Safety 
Comfort 
Signage, en route maps, 
printed cycling guides 
Off-road bikeways 
Wide paths, easy slopes 
Commuter cyclists Speed maintenance 
Connectivity 
On-road or off-road bikeways 
Specific travel plans 
Integrated cycling and public 
transport 
Utility cyclists Speed maintenance 
Information 
Connectivity 
Signage, en route or printed 
maps of local facilities 
Connectivity of bikeways 
Bike security fixtures at local 
businesses and facilities 
Sports cyclists  Speed maintenance 
Space to ride 
On-road bikeways or routes 
Wide shoulders, shared bus-
bike lanes or bikeways on 
major roads 
 
6.2.1 Specifications 
One frequent response to calls for greater bicycle infrastructure is the creation of segregated 
cycleways.  The comparative cost of providing segregated cycleways over low-key improvements to 
roads (eg grate replacement, line marking, parking restrictions, signs) is worth considering (Brindle 
1984).  There is considerable scope for retrofitting cycle routes in the urban road network (Austroads 
2000c), and doing so may mean that trips to local common destinations must be made safe (Yeates 
2002).  This is particularly so when considering commuter and utility cyclists travelling between KGUV 
and the CBD, or KGUV and the Frame and Local Areas. 
The specifications covered in this section include space, clearance, capacity, surface, gradient, speed, 
traffic density, and signalised intersections.  The primary sources for these specifications are the 
Guide to Traffic Engineering Practice: Part 14 – Bicycles (Austroads 1999), Highway Capacity Manual 
2000 (TRB 2000), Chapter 19, and Australian Standard 1742.9 Manual of uniform traffic control 
devices Part 9: Bicycle facilities (Standards Australia 2000a). 
Connectivity  
Connectivity means that cyclists must be able to complete meaningful trips by bicycle.  Routes must 
start and end in safe and useful places.  They should take cyclists to destinations they wish to go to, 
not dump them out on busy or dangerous roads. 
Information must be provided on all cycle routes, which need to be sign-posted to indicate the current 
and other connecting routes, facilities, points of interest, and the relationship to road system and 
community facilities.  Sign posting needs be consistent and frequent. 
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Although the technical specifications relating to connectivity are sparse, this is one of the most 
important considerations in this study.  A lack of connectivity in all services, and in bicycle 
infrastructure in particular, will impede the use of those facilities, and make many subsequent technical 
specifications irrelevant. 
Level of Service 
There are several different ways of conceptualising and measuring LOS for bicycles, given in the 
Highway Capacity Manual 2000 (TRB 2000).  The overarching measure is the concept of ‘hindrance’.  
As cyclists become more ‘hindered’, the LOS worsens, as shown in Table 11.  This is not strictly 
related to speed, but does include speed.  The surrogate used for hindrance is number of ‘events’, as 
shown in Table 12.  Events are defined as other path users, either pedestrians or cyclists, passed by 
the rider, either in the same, or opposite, direction. 
 
Table 11: LOS criterion for uninterrupted bicycle facilities 
(TRB 2000: 11.15) 
LOS % Hindrance 
A <10 
B >10-20 
C >20-40 
D >40-70 
E >70-100 
F 100 
 
Table 12: Frequency of 'events' on shared off-street and exclusive bicycle paths 
(events/h) (TRB 2000: 19.2-19.3) 
LOS 2-way, 2-lane 2-way, 3-lane 
A <40 <90 
B >40-60 >90-140 
C >60-100 >140-210 
D >100-150 >210-300 
E >150-195 >300-375 
F >195 >375 
 
Table 13: LOS criteria for bicycles at signalised intersections 
(TRB 2000: 19.6) 
LOS Delay (s/bicycle) 
A <10 
B >10-20 
C >20-30 
D >30-40 
E >40-60 
F >60 
 
Table 14: LOS for bicycle lanes on urban streets 
(TRB 2000: 19.8) 
LOS Bicycle speed (km/h) 
A >22 
B 14-22 
C 11-14 
D 8-11 
E 6-8 
F <6 
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Space 
Space occupied by each bicycle on a road, lane or pathway is nominally a ‘box’ 2.2 m high, 1.0 m wide 
and 1.7 m long (Austroads 1999); spaces smaller than this can be considered substandard.  Extra 
space may be required for tandem or recumbent bicycles if planning to accommodate these, but they 
are not included in general design standards. 
Clearance, Lane and Path width 
Clearance between bicycle lanes, traffic lanes, pedestrians, obstructions, or other cyclists varies 
according to conditions.  There should always be 0.2 m head clearance, that is, 2.4 m unobstructed 
vertical clearance.  For bicycles on a road, but not on a marked bicycle lane, required clearances are 
shown in Table 15.  Vehicle lanes must be wide enough to allow at least 0.5 m clearance from edge of 
traffic lane to edge of vehicles. 
 
Table 15: On-road bicycle clearance 
 (Austroads 1999: Section 3) 
Road traffic 
speed 
Kerb 
clearance 
(m) 
Cycle 
 space 
(m) 
Traffic lane 
clearance (m) 
Total 
bicycle 
lane 
width 
(m) 
Clearance 
from cycle 
to edge of 
vehicles (m) 
60 km/h 0.2 1.0 0.5 1.7 1.0 
80 km/h 0.2 1.0 1.0 2.2 1.5 
100 km/h 0.2 1.0 1.5 2.7 2.0 
 
Where bicycles share lanes with buses, the acceptable lane width is between 3.6-4.5 m, with the 
desirable width 4.2 m to allow clearance of buses passing bicycles (Austroads 2005).  While bus/bike 
conflicts are considered by some to be an issue, education of both bike riders and bus drivers in 
appropriate sharing of lanes will resolve much of the problem.  With bus headways over a minute, 
bus/bike interactions are much less frequent than bike/car interactions (Austroads 2005). 
Where paths are shared by pedestrians and cyclists they need to have widths (as shown in Table 16) 
appropriate to the anticipated use of the path, which in turn dictates the abilities, number and speed of 
cyclists using them. 
Table 16: Widths for shared paths (m) 
(Austroads 1999: Section 6.6.1) 
Path use Acceptable width (m) Desirable width (m) 
Local access 2.0-2.5 2.5 
Commuter 2.0-3.5 3.0 
Recreational 3.0-4.0 3.5 
 
In some cases it may be appropriate to separate bicycles and pedestrians travelling on the same path; 
this can be done with markings, different surface treatments or with a median kerb.  If expected flows 
of bicycles or pedestrians are expected to be one-way, slightly narrower paths may be used, as shown 
in Table 17. 
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Table 17: Path widths for separated paths 
 (Austroads 1999: Section 6.6.2.1) 
 Two-way flow One-way flow 
Path use Acceptable 
width (m) 
Desirable 
width (m) 
Acceptable 
width (m) 
Desirable 
width (m) 
Footpath 1.5 + 2.0 1.2 + 1.5 
Bicycle 2.0-3.0 2.5 1.2-2.0 1.5 
Total 3.5 + 4.5 2.4 + 3.0 
 
Exclusive bicycle paths may be provided where demand from cyclists is high and the path is too 
narrow for pedestrians or a separate path is provided, where high constant speed is achievable, and 
when motor vehicle access is limited.  Path widths in this case should be as shown in Table 18. 
 
Table 18: Widths for exclusive bike paths 
 (Austroads 1999: Section 6.6.3) 
Path use Acceptable width (m) Desirable width (m) 
Local access 2.0-3.0 2.5 
Main path 2.0-3.0 3.0 
 
Capacity and Road traffic volume 
The one-way ‘capacity’ of a 1.5 m wide cycle path is quoted in Guide to Traffic Engineering Practice: 
Part 14 – Bicycles as 150 bicycles per hour (Austroads 1999: Section 6.3.3).  However, this use of the 
term capacity is actually more akin to ‘likely use’, and not the same as that used in the Highway 
Capacity Manual 2000 (TRB 2000). 
The capacity of bicycle paths from European studies ranges from an absolute maximum of 3,200 
bicycles per hour per lane (at LOS F), to more reasonable capacities of 2,000 bicycles/hr/lane for one-
way paths, and 1,600 bicycles/hr/lane for two-way paths (TRB 2000: 11.14). 
Cyclists are regarded as suited to sharing roads that are carrying less than 3,000 vehicles per day, 
and at greater road capacity, separate lanes or segregation need to be considered (Austroads 1999: 
10).  Guidelines from the City of Davis, California are more explicit, shown in Table 19.  Separate 
paths, designated lanes and bikes in traffic are all common in Australia, whilst protected lanes are not 
usually seen.  These are lanes on the roadway which have a concrete median strip or some other 
physical barrier that prevents motor vehicles from swerving into bicycle lanes. 
 
Table 19: Requirements for bicycles at different traffic densities 
 (Grava 2003: 97) 
Requirements VPD Speed limit 
Bikes in mixed traffic < 2000 50 km/h 
Designated on-street lanes < 8,000 60 km/h 
Protected lanes < 14,000 70 km/h 
Separate paths > 14,000 80 km/h or more 
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The Australian standard does not explicitly state guidelines for provision of segregated cycleways on 
roads, but does provide recommendations for clearance at higher traffic speeds (covered below). 
Another traffic density issue with which cyclists have to contend is sharing transit lanes with buses.  
This practice is legal in all states except WA, and is widely practiced overseas.  The Sydney bicycle 
network relies explicitly on the use of bus lanes by cyclists, and in Queensland the general practice is 
for cyclists to be allowed to use bus lanes (Austroads 2005).  In Queensland cyclists are also 
permitted to use footpaths, unless specifically signed otherwise. 
Surfaces 
Surfaces need to be smooth and skid-resistant, smoother than for motor vehicles—the surface should 
not deviate from a three metre straight edge by more than 5 mm at any point, and typically are made 
from bitumen or concrete (see Austroads 1999: , Sec. 8.5.1; Austroads 1995: , Sec. 2.3). 
Geometry 
Fit cyclists can maintain 20-30 km/hr, and 50 km/hr downhill. Road design needs to allow continuous 
speed maintenance; that is, no: 
• steep gradients 
• rough surfaces 
• sharp corners 
• obscured sight lines 
• intersections, or 
• giving way on narrow paths.(Austroads 1999). 
The average cycling speed that can be maintained at various grades is shown in Figure 2. 
 
 
Figure 2: Average cycle speed at various road grades  
(from Austroads 2005: 68) 
 
These speeds can be compared to the recommended treatments for sloping pathways shown in Table 
20 (cf Table 5). 
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Table 20: Recommended treatments for sloping bicycle pathways 
 (From Austroads 1999: 72, Section 6.3.6) 
Gradient % Pathway requirements 
3 Recommended maximum for all cycle paths 
3-5 Flat areas: either none, or ‘regular’ 20 m long areas (same for all below) 
5 Preferred maximum gradient for downhill safety;  
must be less than 100 m long 
5-7 Must be less than 80 m long 
>7 Must be less than 50 m long 
>10 Extremely hazardous downhill if > 50 m long; must be < 20 m long 
>12.5 Must be < 15 m long 
 
Curves must be suited to the likely level of speed, and sight distances and curve radii must be suitable 
for given speeds, such as shown in Table 21 (see also Austroads 1999: , Section 6.3.2, 6.3.7, and 
6.3.8) 
Table 21: Design speed and minimum radii for bike paths 
 (Austroads 1999: , Section 6.3.2) 
Design speed (km/h) Minimum radius (m) 
20 10 
30 25 
40 50 
50 94 
 
The LOS for bicycle travel can be linked to the speed the cyclist is able to maintain, as shown in Table 
14.  Level of Service F is close to average walking speed. 
Signage 
There are number of bicycle signs that are used to inform pedestrians, cyclists and motor vehicle uses 
of the presence of, or facilities for, bicycles.  Shared bus/bicycle lanes are marked with the sign shown 
in Figure 3. 
Bicycle Friendly Zones (BFZ's) can be used to make space for cyclists without having to make 
separate or segregated roads (Yeates 2002).  They are in effect bike lanes with no edges, and consist 
of bicycle signs as shown in Figure 4 painted onto the road surface at regular intervals to indicate to 
motor vehicle drivers that bicycles may be present.  They have been used in Brisbane, for example, on 
the ‘Green Bridge’ at Indooroopilly, on Macrossan Avenue at Norman Park, as well as on the Gold 
Coast and Sunshine Coasts.  They can legitimise the presence of cyclists in the minds of motor 
vehicle drivers, warning them of their presence, and reinforcing their right to be there (Austroads 1999: 
; for more thorough treatment of bicycle signage see Standards Australia 2000a).  Bicycle lanes may 
also be made more obvious by the use of a different surface, such as shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 3: Shared bike-bus 
lane sign 
Figure 4: Bicycle sign, on 
roads and paths 
Figure 5: Green bicycle 
lanes for added grip and 
visibility 
 
6.3 Pedestrian and bicycle safety 
One of the key concerns that come to mind when choosing to walk, and particularly when choosing to 
ride, is the perception of safety.  After all, "accessibility without safety is not really accessibility" 
(Garbrecht 1990: 185).  At the same time, it is important not to exaggerate the dangers of cycling, 
which need to be related to levels of incidents per km or per journey (McClintock 2002a). 
Effects of age 
The relative safety of cycling is not equally spread across age groups (Hudson 1978: 28).  Figures 
from a 1978 survey in the UK show that cyclists in the 20-59 year old range account for around 50% of 
distance ridden, but only some 30% of casualties, while children 5-14 years old account for only 25% 
of bicycle distance ridden but are 44% of casualties (Hudson 1978: 28). Similarly, for accidents 
involving pedestrians, the very young, and especially the elderly are over represented.  A large 
proportion of pedestrian casualties involve alcohol, mainly males at night (Austroads 2000c). 
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Figure 6: Pedestrian fatalities by age group 
(Austroads 1995: 7) 
 
Fatalities 
In Australia, pedestrians account for 17% of road fatalities, but only 12% of road related hospital 
admissions, whilst bicycles account for 2% of road fatalities, but 5% of road related hospital 
admissions (Austroads 2000c).  Under-reporting rates are estimated at 30% for pedestrians, and 30-
70% for cyclists (Austroads 2000c).  The high level of underreporting for cyclists may be due to the 
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high proportion of bicycle injuries that are from bicycle-only incidents.  Injured cyclists may be too 
embarrassed to seek aid, or may simply feel that they do not require hospital treatment. 
A 1991-92 study of bicycle and pedestrian accidents has found that rates were similar in Queensland, 
New South Wales and Victoria, with 32 bike and 30 pedestrian accidents per 1000 people, but while 
almost 8% of pedestrian accidents lead to fatalities, less than 2% of bicycles accidents lead to loss of 
life (Austroads 2000a).  Whilst many perceive cycling as a riskier form of transport, figures show that 
walking has a higher fatality rate, because of conflict with motor vehicles.  This means then that safety 
at crossing points is the most important pedestrian issue (Brindle 1984).  Cognisant of the differences 
between bicycle and pedestrian safety, it needs to be recognised that bicycle safety and reducing 
bicycle-vehicle conflict are different objectives (Brindle 1984: 43).  When contemplating construction of 
various bicycle facilities, their safety benefits need to be clarified. One report into bicycle safety with 
respect to the road network found that: 
• For many existing areas segregation that could be achieved wouldn't improve safety 
• There are cheaper and more effective ways to improve bike safety, for example, improving 
cycle conspicuousness, adequate car-bike clearance, and road surface improvements 
• Segregation will only improve safety where conditions are currently 'unsafe' (Brindle 1984: 43). 
Accident contributors 
Factors that have been identified (Tziotis, 1993, cited on p 12, Austroads 2000b) as contributing to 
bicycle crash occurrence or severity include: 
• Poor road alignment and sight distance 
• Inadequate road width or unsealed shoulders 
• Inadequate kerb lane widths 
• Poor or uneven road surface 
• Lack of visibleness of cyclist 
• Poor compliance with traffic controls by cyclist 
• Inexperience in controlling bicycle 
• Failure to wear crash helmet. 
It is estimated that up to 20% of bicycle accidents result from poor road surface (Austroads 2000b), 
while some have claimed that the main dangers to cyclists stem from high levels and speeds of motor-
vehicle use (McClintock 2002a). 
Capacity and road traffic volume 
When comparing inner, middle and outer metropolitan areas, the inner metropolitan area accounts for 
around 50% of casualties.  The number of accidents in the CBD is much higher, but accidents in outer 
metropolitan areas have a two-and-a-half times greater chance of leading to a fatality (Austroads 
2000b).  This may be accounted for by several factors. Vehicle speeds are generally lower in CBD 
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streets because of higher traffic density. Lower traffic speed greatly reduces the occurrence, and in 
particular, the severity of pedestrian crashes (Austroads 2000c).  In the CBD, the majority of 
pedestrians are adults, whilst in outer metropolitan areas there tend to be many more children.  
Swedish authorities quote an 80% fatality rate for children hit at 50km/h (Yeates 2002).  This means 
there may be unintended consequences of policies aimed at increasing bicycle and pedestrian traffic.  
Increasing pedestrian and cycle traffic without reducing motor vehicle speeds may mean more 
potential fatalities.  A General Urban Speed Limit (GUSL) of 60km/h is considered too fast for safe 
combination with bicycles and pedestrians (Yeates 2002).  Europe, most of North America, and more 
recently some Australian states have adopted a GUSL of 50 km/h.  School zone limits vary with 
40km/h used in Queensland and 25km/h in South Australia. 
Signalised intersections 
Pedestrian accidents typically occur when pedestrians are crossing roadways.  The most common 
location for crossing is signalised intersections, and most accidents at signalised intersections occur 
due to pedestrian disobedience (Austroads 2000d).  To reduce accidents at signalised intersections, 
the time that pedestrians have to wait to cross (delay) should be reduced to reduce the likelihood of 
non-compliance (see Table 9). There is a need to educate pedestrians and the public to obey signals 
for their own safety, as well as to educate drivers to obey pedestrian operated signals (Austroads 
2000d). 
6.3.1 Key benchmarks 
Many of the benchmarks for effective and safe pedestrian facilities are the same for bicycles.  The 
benchmarks are considered together here, focused more towards one mode or another wherever 
appropriate. 
  
6.4 Transit Services 
Transit is a term that is used to describe a number of different kinds of public transport.  Transit covers 
a wide range of transport modes, including heavy rail, light rail, commuter rail, trams (streetcars), and 
buses in a range of configurations.  Different transit modes have their own particular strengths and 
weaknesses in different situations and configurations.  Particular features that promote the use of one 
mode over another include: 
• Initial cost 
• Need for dedicated space 
• Numbers of passengers needing to be transported 
• Flexibility of the services 
• Distances to be covered 
• Speed of the services. 
Figure 7 shows the capacities for a range of transit modes used around the world, with specific data 
indicated for services in North America.  Interesting to note from this figure is that the most expensive 
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and least expensive transit modes, namely heavy rail (subway) and buses in mixed traffic, occupy the 
opposite ends of the capacity spectrum. 
 
 
Figure 7: Passenger capacity of different transport modes 
(from TRB 2004: 1.21) 
 
Only some of these transit modes are relevant for the current study as indicated, but a comparison is 
helpful in understanding what is possible in terms of other transit modes.  The modes that are relevant 
to this study are heavy rail, busway, bus on high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lane, bus on bus lane, and 
bus in mixed traffic.  Figure 8 shows the relationship between the average speed of the transit mode 
and the number of passengers carried.  Of significance for this study is the similarity in travel speed of 
buses on special bus lanes, busways and HOV lanes, to heavy rail, often chosen as a transit mode 
because greater speeds are achievable.  It contrasts with the speed of buses in mixed traffic, which 
can be eight times slower.  There has been a growing trend towards provision of busways and HOV 
lanes, and authorities in Brisbane have invested large amounts in these transit modes (Mees 2000).  
The arrows indicate the transit modes that are in use in Brisbane, but it must be noted that the chart is 
general and indicative only. 
The experience of people using public transport in Brisbane has been based in the recent past on 
buses in mixed traffic, and heavy rail.  The former are flexible in their destination and services, but the 
slowest and lowest capacity mode.  Trains, while carrying many more people at far greater speeds, 
are not as flexible and the stations and lines are limited in number and dispersed.  These limitations 
may be said to have in part led to perceptions by some of the public that the service provided by 
transit is poor.  But is this a fair perception?  And if services and facilities are being improved, how can 
the level of service be gauged?  An objective framework is needed for assessing the quality of service 
provided.  One formulated by the Transportation Research Board (TRB 2000; 2004), is now 
discussed. 
Transit modes 
relevant to this study 
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Figure 8: Average travel speed versus person capacity for various modes 
(from TRB 2004: 1.21) 
 
6.4.1 Quality of service framework 
The quality of service framework is a tool for assessing the effectiveness and usefulness of transit 
systems (bus and train services), and is drawn from the Highway Capacity Manual (TRB 2000) and 
Transit Capacity and Quality of Service Manual (TRB 2004).  Quality of service is defined as “The 
overall measured or perceived performance of transit service from the passenger’s point of view” (TRB 
2004). 
The framework consists of five categories of measures that wholly or partially reflect the passenger’s 
point-of-view: 
• Availability: how easily passengers can access and use a transit service 
• Service Monitoring: measures of passengers’ day-to-day experiences using transit 
• Travel Time: how long it takes to make a trip 
• Safety and Security: real and perceived chances of being involved in an accident (safety) or 
being the victim of a crime (security) while using transit 
• Maintenance and Construction: impacts of maintenance program quality and construction 
activity on passenger trips.  
These categories can be divided broadly into the most important category, availability, and comfort 
and convenience, which incorporate the remaining categories. 
Availability 
Availability delimits the conditions that need to be met for transit to be an option for a particular trip:  
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• Transit must be provided near the trip origin. A transit stop must be located within walking 
distance of a person’s home and the pedestrian environment in the area should not 
discourage walking (e.g., due to a lack of sidewalks, steep grades, or wide or busy streets). 
People with disabilities require appropriate paths to the transit stop. People may also be able 
to ride a bicycle to a transit stop if bicycle storage facilities are available at the stop or if 
bicycles can be carried on transit vehicles. Similarly, one may be able to drive to a park-and-
ride lot if parking is provided and parking space is available.  
• Transit must be provided near the trip destination. The same kinds of factors discussed for the 
trip origin apply to the trip destination as well, except that bicycles or motor vehicles left behind 
at the boarding transit stop will not be available to passengers at their destination.  
• Transit must be provided at or near the times required. In most cases, service must be 
available for both halves of a round trip—from origin to destination, and the return trip. If 
passengers perceive a risk of missing the final return trip of the day, or if transit is available for 
only one of the two halves of passengers’ round trips, transit is less likely to be an option for 
those passengers.  
• Passengers must be able to find information on when and where transit service is provided 
and how to use transit. If passengers are unable to find out where to go to board transit, where 
they need to transfer, how much the fare will be, and so forth, transit will not be an option.  
• Sufficient capacity must be provided. If a transit vehicle must pass up passengers waiting at a 
stop because the vehicle is already full, transit service was not available at that time to the 
passengers waiting at the stop.  
If all of these conditions are met, transit becomes an option for a particular trip. Whether or not a 
passenger will decide to use transit will depend on the comfort and convenience of the service relative 
to competing modes.  The quality of service framework that incorporates availability and comfort and 
convenience is shown in Table 22. 
 
Table 22: Transit quality of service framework 
(From (TRB 2004)) 
 Service Measures 
 Transit Stop Route Segment System 
Availability Frequency Hours of service Service coverage 
Comfort and 
convenience 
Passenger load Reliability 
Transit-Auto Travel 
Time 
 
The quality of service category being considered in this study is availability, so further discussions will 
be focused primary on that group of measures.  Figure 7 shows a comparison of passenger capacity 
for different types of public transport systems.  The systems that service KGUV are a limited subset of 
these modes, and include buses in mixed traffic, CBD bus lane, busway, and heavy rail.  As can be 
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seen from Figure 8, the travel speed and passenger capacity of the various transit modes vary in their 
capacity and average speed.  Of particular note for KGUV, there is a move away from relying on 
buses in mixed traffic, to use of a busway, with the new Inner Northern Busway connecting KGUV to 
the Brisbane CBD. 
6.5 Buses 
Buses have been described as the “workhorses of the transit world” (Grava 2003: 301).  In many 
countries, they are the principle or sole means of public transport.  The USA has a fleet of over 74,000 
public transport buses, not including the school bus fleet of 350,000.  Comparatively, the commuter rail 
fleet comprises just over 5,000 vehicles (Grava 2003).  Comparing buses with cars, buses typically 
cost twelve times more than a car, can carry at least 14 times as many passengers, and typically 
travel 50,000km to 70,000km per year (Grava 2003).  The great advantages of buses are flexibility, 
cost and space.  No additional space is required other than the road system that may already exist, 
and bus service can operate on much of the road hierarchy.  The cost of buses is also substantially 
less than the cost of trains.  These advantages, however, also lead to one of the great disadvantages 
of buses: If they are introduced to provide an alternative to roads congested with cars, they can 
become part of the problem.  Patronage of buses operating in congestion can be affected due to an 
increase in travel time compared with a private motor vehicle. 
Bus rapid transit appeared in the mid 1990’s as a response to the issue of buses in general traffic, and 
typically follow busways, which can be either separate lanes on a road, or a separate carriageway 
(Grava 2003).  Unlike conventional buses, special roads need to be built or designated.  The 
advantage, however, is that buses can travel on a busway for the line haul component of a journey 
and then leave to continue a regular sweeper route on the general road network.  Busways and bus 
lanes have become commonplace, for example in Paris and New York, where contraflow lanes are 
used.  In New York’s Lincoln Tunnel contraflow exclusive bus lanes (XBL) are used for the 6am to 
10am peak period, carrying up to 730bus/h or 36,500p/h.  The headway between these buses can be 
as little as 5s (Grava 2003).  More typical bus rapid transit systems incorporating HOV lanes and bus-
only lanes and signals can easily carry around 10,000p/h, while an exclusive busway can carry up to 
15,000p/h (Grava 2003).   
Brisbane’s South East Busway, a specially built exclusive busway, was opened in April 2001 and in 
the first twelve months patronage of bus services using the busway catchment corridor increased 45 
percent, equal to more than 866,556 new passenger trips (Bredhauer 2002).  The target headway on 
the busway for the ‘spine’ service is five minutes. Grava (2003) noted that, in general, headways of 15 
minutes for each service may be considered reasonable, with 30 minutes inferior, and 5 minutes too 
short, possibly indicating the need for larger vehicles. 
Specifications with regard to bus services can be drawn primarily from the Highway Capacity Manual 
2000 (TRB 2000), Chapters 14 and 27, Transit Capacity and Quality of Service Manual (TRB 2004), 
and Australian Standard 1742.12 Manual of uniform traffic control devices Part 12: Bus, transit, tram 
and truck lanes (Standards Australia 2000b). 
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6.6 Rail 
One of the factors limiting the utility of trains in the urban setting is the requirement for higher urban 
density, or a ‘critical mass’ of population to make the higher initial costs more affordable.  For higher 
density cities, it is estimated that a population over 20,000 people is required before trains become 
financially viable.  For dispersed cities, as Australian cities tend to be, a population of over 1 million 
people is required (Grava 2003). 
Mees (2000) has made a comparison of two similar cities and their public transport infrastructure, 
Melbourne, Australia and Toronto, Canada, the latter having a much higher public transport 
patronage.  Mees examines and debunks of many of the reasons given for why Melbourne has lower 
levels of public transport use (eg weather, density, distance to shops etc), and makes the compelling 
argument that the differences are due to integration of bus and train services, both in timetabling and 
coverage.  The Toronto system has direct route buses feeding train stations, and no 'freeway' buses 
into the city.  Melbourne has convoluted bus routes that inconvenience most passengers, especially 
when one route may cover 80% of the same streets as other routes.  Toronto has frequent trains, at 
least every six minutes 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and every two minutes at peak times.  
Melbourne has trains every 3 to 20 minutes during peak times, increasing to 40 minutes on Sundays, 
with no service overnight.  In contrast, Toronto train services runs sufficiently frequently that the transit 
authority does not publish train timetables. 
Trains are relevant to the current study due to the population of staff and students that live more than 
20km from QUT-KG (see Table 27), and who must travel by train if public transport is to be an option 
for them.  However, there are no rail stations within an 800m service catchment radius of KGUV, in 
contrast to other urban villages or transit oriented developments discussed in Section 1.2.  
Connectivity between train and bus services is therefore far more important in the context of this study, 
since many train users would use bus to access one of the nearby rail stations. 
6.7 Multi-modal connectivity 
One of the most important aspects of developing an active transport network is multi-modal 
integration, since active transport journeys often involve multiple components using either the same, or 
different, modes.  A public inquiry into public transport in SEQ found that public transport had been 
allowed to develop in an uncoordinated way, so that bus and rail services, in particular, were 
competing with each other.  Partly as a result of this, patronage of public transport in Brisbane 
dropped dramatically between the 1960’s and 1990’s (Cunningham 1999). 
6.7.1 Integrated timetabling 
The inquiry into public transport (Cunningham 1999) recognised that integration of previously 
uncoordinated or competing bus and train services leads to much improved utilisation of public 
transport (PTC 2002).  In October 2000 Brisbane City Council and Queensland Rail introduced a joint 
venture to improve coordination of services.  Integrated bus/rail services were provided to Ferny 
Grove, Darra and Carseldine stations, and between April 2001 and May 2002 peak hour travel on 
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these services increased by 14 percent for River Hills to Darra, 49 percent for Forest Lake to Darra, 69 
percent for Upper Kedron to Ferny Grove and 117 percent for Bracken Ridge to Carseldine. (PTC 
2002: 31; Mees 2000). 
6.7.2 Integrated ticketing 
Integrated ticketing is recognized as important factor in increasing the patronage and efficiency of 
public transport services.  The use of a range of prepaid and automatic tickets can reduce dwell time, 
increasing both capacity and quality of service (TRB 2004).  It also encourages the use of all elements 
of the public transport network, further increasing the ability to replace car trips with public transport 
trips.  Its use can improve the ability to use multiple transport modes, and improve the efficiency of 
fare collection systems. 
The Queensland Government has already introduced an integrated public transport and ticketing 
system in Brisbane and SEQ, called TransLink, which began operation in mid 2004.  This time based 
ticketing system allows travel on trains, buses and ferries in a commonly zoned and priced system for 
the entire region.  Most contracted operators providing transit services, either bus, rail or ferry in SEQ, 
have been integrated into the TransLink system.  Thus a user may change service between operator 
and/or mode, without the need to purchase a new ticket. 
6.7.3 Park-and-Ride 
Strategic placement of park-and-ride facilities is a key element of rail transit systems in north America 
(Horner and Grubesic 2001).  There is no consensus on whether forecasting demand for park-and-ride 
is feasible, let alone on how best to do it (Dickens 1991 cited in Horner and Grubesic 2001).  The 
factors for demand are so varied that no reliable and valid method for forecasting can be developed 
(Stuttgart 1987 cited in Horner and Grubesic 2001).  Park-and-ride facilities are common across SEQ 
and those travelling to KGUV by rail include park-and-ride patrons. 
6.7.4 Walking connection to train or bus  
The TCQSM (TRB 2004) states that 400m (1/4 mile) is the maximum reasonable distance that 
potential passengers can be expected to walk to a local bus stop.  This equates to approximately 5 
minutes walking time.  This is slightly slower than the minimum speeds shown in Tables 6 and 7, but 
takes into account brief delays en route, such as crossing roads, or negotiating crowded and cluttered 
footpaths.  Major bus interchanges and busway stops can be considered as attracting passengers 
from a greater distance, typically up to 800m, or 10 minutes’ walk away (see Qld Transport 1998).  
Train stations are considered to be more significant attractors than bus stops, with 800 m a reasonable 
walk, while major train stations can attract passengers from up to 1200 m away (Qld Transport 1998: ; 
TRB 2004). 
6.7.5 Bicycle connection to train or bus 
Bicycle parking 
The combination of bicycle and bus and train services needs to allow for modes changes.  In essence 
this means that bicycle racks and lockers must be provided (Austroads 1999: 11).  There is a growing 
provision at transit stations, and train stations in particular, to provide bike-and-ride facilities for the 
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secure stowage of bikes and other riding equipment.  Such facilities are typically planned to have a 
cyclist catchment of 3.5 km, but cyclists may come from much further.  For example, the  German 
bike-and-ride experience is that 60% of users live with 4 km, meaning that 40% of users ride more 
than 4 km to the station (Holladay 2002).  This is comparable with the 5 km Local Area chosen for this 
study. 
Bicycles on buses 
Bicycles on buses are important in two implementations: using the bus to cover a large distance, or to 
traverse a bicycle-unfriendly road or highway feature (Holladay 2002).  These approaches tend to 
require different bike-carrying equipment.  If larger distances are being covered, the number of bus 
users is typically small, and front or rear mounted racks tend to be used.  If a bicycle unfriendly route is 
being covered, such as a tight bridge or tunnel, or during road construction, the number of cyclists 
wishing to use the service may be much greater, so trailers may be used to carry a large number of 
bicycles (TA 2005). 
Bicycles on buses have been trailed in Brisbane over a period of more than twelve months on the 
Great Circle Line Service (598/599).  The racks used carry two bicycles at the front of the bus (BCC 
2005).  Extension of the trial has been stalled by legal impediments associated with Australian Design 
Regulations for vehicles.  There are no bus services servicing KGUV that are guaranteed to have 
bicycle racks. 
Bicycles on trains 
Allowing bicycles on buses or trains is one way to encourage the use of both active transport modes 
because of the much greater freedom that extension of riding allows.  In Europe bicycles are allowed 
on trains to varying degrees, and Table 23 lists regulations in force in some countries.  Bicycles are 
actively discouraged or banned on many trains, exacerbated by a lack of security facilities at each end 
of the rail leg.  Attitudes are softening in the UK and Germany, where trains now have a variety of 
racks built-in to carry bikes (Holladay 2002).  Many services still ban bicycles during peak times, not 
because of space constraints, but for fear that loading and unloading bicycles would make trains run 
late; where this ban has been relaxed, no delays from bicycles have manifested (Holladay 2002).  As 
noted below, bikes are allowed on all trains in Brisbane, except during peak hours (7a.m. to 9a.m. and 
3:30p.m. to 6p.m.) in the peak direction.  This constraint limits people travelling to KGUV from home, 
but not those who will be living at KGUV, and travelling opposite to the peak flow direction. 
 
Table 23: Bicycles on trains in selected countries 
Service restrictions City (Country) Fee to carry bicycle 
Bilbao (Spain) No 
Helsinki (Finland) No 
Copenhagen (Denmark) Yes 
Berlin (Germany) Yes (No with season tickets) 
Unrestricted timing of carriage 
Düsseldorf (Germany)  
Brisbane (Australia) No 
Milan (Italy) No 
Oslo (Norway) Yes Not during rush hours 
Munich (Germany) Yes 
Restricted coaches Rome (Italy) No 
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6.7.6 Transit connectivity: Bus to train, ferry and bus 
Connectivity between transit services has both temporal and spatial components.  Services must 
connect with enough time to make the transfer.  Transit stops must also be located close enough for 
an easy transition, particularly for those with impaired mobility.  Co-location of transit stops is typical 
with bus to bus connections, but ferry to bus connections require piers and gangways etc, and quite 
often require a change in level, either via ramps or stairs, which may slow some passengers.  Train to 
bus connection typically requires leaving the train station and walking to a bus stop, which may be 
located directly outside the station, or several streets, or even many blocks away.  In such situations 
the timetabling of connecting services to allow passengers to cover the distance between transit stops 
is very important (TRB 2004). 
 
7 Geographical Information on the Frame Area 
The use of GIS in land use planning has become ubiquitous, and although its use in transport planning 
appears to be not so widespread, it is still very significant.  Its increasing uptake has been because it 
can “benefit either directly or indirectly all facets of urban transport planning” (Ferreira and Jensen 
1992).  In transport planning GIS provides benefits for 
• data collection and storage 
• model building and validation 
• prediction of impacts and strategy evaluation 
• public consultation and participation 
• continuous transport system monitoring. 
A 1992 survey of 67 transit and transport planning bodies in the US found that 36 were already using 
GIS, and most were contemplating their use (Schweiger 1992).  A similar, more recent review has also 
been conducted (TRB 2005).  These bodies were using GIS in: 
• Planning, such as ridership forecasting, service planning and modification, transit and land 
use development analysis and market analysis 
• Marketing, such as demographic analysis and customer info 
• Facilities inventory and management 
• Real estate inventory and management 
• Maintenance of rights-of-way, vehicles and stations 
• Engineering. 
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7.1 Previous studies 
Previous studies that have used GIS for transport planning appear to have been undertaken mainly by 
transport and municipal authorities as part of their ongoing business.  The results of such studies are 
not generally available.  However, a number of studies have been published, and a selection of these 
are summarised in Table 24. 
The approach taken in this study is a combination of several of the methodologies used in these 
previous studies.  In particular, the TLOS software developed by Kitterson and Associates Inc. (KAI) 
and URS Inc. (KAI and URS Inc. 2001: ; 2005b) will be used as a tool for modelling the levels of 
service provided to KGUV by bus and train services; integrating frequency, hours of service and 
service coverage (identified in Table 22).  The study undertaken by Chu (2004) has been integrated 
into the most recent version of the TLOS software (KAI and URS Inc. 2005a), but did not form part of 
the methodology used for this study. 
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Table 24: Applications of GIS in transport planning 
Summary of study Author and Date 
• Victorian Department of Infrastructure 
• Practical analytical methodology for evaluating new bus 
service proposals based on the State Cadastre 
• GIS used to identify and rank areas in greatest need of 
additional service. 
• Estimates of demand for bus travel in each local area made 
based on electronic information sources such as the Census 
and new dwelling approvals 
• Patronage changes for new service proposals estimated by 
aggregating travel demand for residential populations in walk 
catchments around routes. 
(McGinley 2001) 
• Estimates of accessibility by car, bus, cycle and foot. (Reneland 2003).   
• Gap analysis of provision of public transport services. (Currie 2004) 
• Detailed modelling of journey times to and from particular 
town centres and employment centres  
• Presented to members of project team, key decision makers, 
or the public by varying presentation of outputs 
(Smith and 
Sanderson 2004). 
• General applications in transit. (Sutton 2004) 
• Evaluation of public transport proposals. (Haworth et al. 1993) 
• Perth 
• Distances that people walked from their homes to attractions 
such as parks, shops and public transport. 
(Pikora et al. 2001) 
• San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transport (BART) 
• All houses within close proximity of BART routes and 
stations 
• Prices of properties sold compared to their BART proximity 
• Price positively correlated with proximity to BART stations, 
whilst proximity to routes (a proxy for noise) not correlated to 
house price. 
(Landis and Zhang 
2000).   
• Development of Transit Level of Service indicator. 
• Integration of service coverage, service frequency, hours of 
service, pedestrian routes to and from routes and quality of 
those routes and population and job density into a single 
indicator. 
(KAI 1999) 
• Ridership models at the stop level. 
• Development of a ridership model at the stop level for TLOS 
software 
• Integrating catchment area socio-demographics, TLOS 
value, street environment for pedestrians, accessibility to 
population and employment, interaction with other modes 
and competition with other stops, for each transit stop. 
(Chu 2004) 
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7.1.1 Transit Level of service 
The transit level of service is one of the central concepts of the TLOS software.  In its simpler use, it is 
a measure of how many minutes of each hour that transit service is available at a particular stop. This 
becomes a function of how many buses stop at that bus stop each hour and how long passengers are 
prepared to wait for a bus after arriving at the stop.  For example, if four buses each hour stop at 
particular stop for less than a minute each time, service is only provided for four minutes each hour.  
However, if passengers are considered to wait for up to five minutes for a bus to arrive, the service at 
that stop increases to 20 minutes each hour.  This relationship is shown in Eq 2. 
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Where: 
TLOSs = TLOS value for an isolated bus stop (% minutes served) 
f = bus frequency (bus/h) 
tw = wait time (min/bus) 
Typically though transit stops are spaced in such a way as to have overlapping service, and while the 
TLOS indicator remains a function of time, the calculation is as shown in Eq 3. 
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Where: 
TLOSb = TLOS value for a buffer (% minutes served) 
t = length of analysis period (min) 
Bm = indicator variable for whether the buffer receives service during minute m (yes=1) 
ts = amount of time the buffer receives service (min) 
A simple example of two overlapping bus stops is shown in Figure 9.  Buffers 1 and 2 are the 
coverage areas of stops 1 and 2, and buffer 3 is the overlap of both buffers.   
If, for example, a service stops at stop 1 every 15 minutes from one minute past each hour (i.e. 4 
buses per hour), and another service stops at 2 every ten minutes from 6 minutes past the hour (i.e. 6 
buses per hour), and passengers wait for up to 5 minutes before each bus arrives, the Bm, ts and 
TLOSb are as shown in Table 25. 
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Figure 9: Overlap of buffers around two bus stops 
 
 
Table 25: TLOS for overlapping buffers of two bus stops 
Minute Bm Buffer 1 Bm Buffer2 Bm Buffer 3 
1-5 1 0 1 
6-10 0 1 1 
11-15 0 0 0 
16-20 1 1 1 
21-25 0 0 0 
26-30 0 1 1 
31-35 1 0 1 
36-40 0 1 1 
41-45 0 0 0 
46-50 1 1 1 
51-55 0 0 0 
56-60 0 1 1 
ts 4x5 = 20 6x5 = 30 8x5 = 40 
TLOSb 20/60 = 33.33% 30/60 = 50% 40/60 =66.67% 
 
This is a simple example and the calculations become much more complicated when multiple 
overlapping buffers, multiple services with varying timetables, and periods of up to a week are 
considered. 
The usefulness of the TLOS indicator can be further extended when the coverage of population or 
employment is also considered.  This is shown in Eq 4. 
∑
∑
=
== Nb
n
n
N
n
nnb
g
p
pTLOS
TLOS
b
1
1
,
    Eq 4 
where:  
TLOSg = population TLOS value for a group of buffers (percent person-minutes served) 
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TLOSb,n = TLOS value for buffer n 
Nb = number of buffers in a group 
pn = population of buffer n (replace with en for employment of buffer n) 
 
Groups of buffers are allocated using Transport Analysis Zones (TAZs).  The population and 
employment data are entered in the TLOS software based on TAZs, geographic areas that bare some 
significance to population, employment or transport variables, such as residential or commercial 
zoning, and for population in particular, may be based on census area boundaries.  Relative measures 
for each TAZ can then be calculated, and different scenarios of service frequency, hours of service, 
locations of bus stops etc can be examined for each TAZ.  The TLOS indicator becomes not simply a 
measure of time, but of population served by transit, and can be used to illustrate both the temporal 
and spatial coverage of transit services, as shown in Figure 10. 
 
 
 
Figure 10: TLOS concept—percent person-minutes served 
 (KAI and URS Inc. 2001) 
 
7.2 Approach 
The approach that will be used for this study will be to source data from a number of institutions 
including Brisbane City Council (BCC), Qld Transport (including TravelSmart and TransLink), 
Australian Bureau of Statistics 2001 Census, QUT and KGUV.  Data will also be collected from direct 
observations in the field, and from information already in the public domain, such as TransLink routes 
and timetables.  These data will then be incorporated into the GIS and blended to produce maps 
tracking the likely routes for walking and cycling between KGUV and via the Frame Area, the CBD, 
and other attractors, such as hospitals, schools, community and sporting facilities.  Timetable data will 
be merged to produce tables of connectivity between services, such as trains from the Caboolture, 
Ipswich, Shorncliffe, Cleveland and Beenleigh rail lines, and Brisbane ferry and Citycat services, 
transferring passengers to buses servicing KGUV.  The GIS mapping used for tracking walking and 
cycling infrastructure will be extended to produce a data set for analysis using the TLOS software.  
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This software allows for the visual illustration of various indicators of levels of service, as well as the 
production of TLOS indicators.  This is especially relevant for assessing the impact of changes or 
additions to services and facilities that are currently planned, but for which data on impact do not 
currently exist.  Figure 11 illustrates the data handling system for this study. 
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Figure 11: Data source, handling and analysis schematic 
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7.3 Study area 
The study area of this project covers a number of areas at different scales (Figure 12).   
• The area internal to KGUV will only be examined where it pertains to the penetration of 
infrastructure and services.   
• The Frame Area is the primary focus of this study, and is within 1 km of the access points to 
KGUV.   
• The Local area is within 5 km from KGUV, and the Regional Area is greater than 5 km from 
KGUV. 
 
 
 
Figure 12: Diagram of KGUV study area 
Internal (KGUV), Frame Area (<1km), Local (<5km) and Regional (>5km) 
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Staff and students travel to QUT-KG on a daily basis, and cross into and out of KGUV.  The current 
numbers of students and staff are summarised in Table 26.  
 
Table 26: Summary of 2005 staff and student numbers for QUT-KG 
Total internal students 8436 
Total EFTSU 7770 
Students with EFTSU 0.8 or more 6707 
Total staff 2103 
Full time staff 895 
Part-time staff 141 
Casual staff 1067 
 
These staff and students are drawn from a very wide catchment area.  They travel from as far away as 
Caboolture, Sunshine Coast and Gympie in the north, Toowoomba and Gatton in the west and Eight 
Mile Plains, Nerang and Robina in the south.  A thorough analysis of the active travel requirements of 
all these travellers is beyond the scope of this project.  The numbers originating from each of the study 
areas is shown in Table 27. 
 
Table 27: Study area cordons and populations 
Scale Area % of current QUT Staff & Students 
KGUV Internal 0 
Frame area <1 km 6% 
Local <5 km 5% 
Regional >5 km 89% (50% from > 20 km) 
 
It is anticipated that the number of people employed at KGUV will grow in the next five years to around 
3,000 people including the full time staff already employed at the QUT campus.  The residential 
population of KGUV is also expected to increase dramatically, from a current zero population to 
around 3,000 people (David Jay, pers. comm.).  A significant number of these residents are expected 
to be students, but exactly how many is not known. 
The use of bus and train services by the staff and students of QUT-KG constitutes the Regional scale 
of this project.  The narrower focus is on the KGUV Frame Area itself, the area that is most accessible, 
or which should be most accessible, to bicycles and pedestrians, as well as the most significant 
attractors such as the Brisbane CBD.  The internal space of the KGUV itself (and the contiguous 
grounds of the Kelvin Grove State College or the original QUT-KG) is not being explicitly considered in 
this study, except where internal links connect to the periphery of the KGUV, and become points of 
ingress or egress.  These points may serve people accessing buses on the Inner Northern Busway, on 
Victoria Park Road, or on Kelvin Grove Road, for example.  They may provide for people walking to 
Roma Street train station, or potentially seeking to access some other major facility, such as a 
hospital, shopping area or sports facilities.   
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Pedestrian access to the area around KGUV is considered to extend approximately 800 metre from 
each access point, since the literature review demonstrated that people will walk up to 10 minutes to 
get to their destination, while some may walk further.  These walk buffers around the KGUV are shown 
in Figure 13.  Bicycle access is considered to extend around 5 km from each bicycle access point, 
again about 15 minutes ride for a fit cyclist.  Brisbane City Council has defined a network of bikeways, 
which is shown in Figure 12. 
 
 
 
Figure 13: KGUV Frame Area with walk buffers from access points 
 
Rather than consider every possible route for all staff and students travelling to KGUV from the 
Regional Area, major transit corridors have been considered, and some attempt made to qualify the 
adequacy of those links.  The points of access into the Frame area and Local area are shown in 
Figure 14; this figure shows all bus, ferry and train routes, bus interchanges, and railway stations that 
cross into the Local Area. 
1000 m 400 m800 m 
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Figure 14: Transit access into Frame and Local areas—bus, train and ferry routes 
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PART III   Review of Current Situation 
8 Review of Physical Infrastructure 
The objective of this review is to compare existing infrastructure with the principle benchmarks 
identified in Part Two.  The networks of the Frame Area in particular and the Local area in general are 
audited to identify key gaps and barriers to students and staff, residents and employees of KGUV, and 
visitors and members of the wider community accessing the area, focussing on pedestrian access, to 
public transport services and cycle access.  The literature pertaining to KGUV frequently states that 
this development is close to the Brisbane CBD, but the networks for access are not usually made 
explicit. Key links that have been considered include: 
• QUT Kelvin Grove to the CBD via Normanby; 
• Links along Herston Road via the RBH and RNA grounds to Fortitude Valley; 
• Bicycle access to City West along Milton Road; 
• Pedestrian and bicycle links from Grey Street to McCormick Place; 
• Pedestrian and bicycle links from Roma Street and through the Roma Street Parklands to the Kelvin 
Grove Urban Village; 
• Bicycle links along Waterworks Road and Musgrave Road in Red Hill and Kelvin Grove. 
8.1 Walking 
The walking infrastructure within 400-800 m of KGUV has been considered in this analysis, and a 
number of key areas of concern have been identified.  In general, the paths around Kelvin Grove, Red 
Hill and Herston are ageing; paths are both in need of repair and in many cases do not meet the 
minimum standards outlined in Section 6.1.  Many of the streets in the study area are very steep, and 
have similarly very steep pathways.  For example, Ballina St (off Lorimer Tce) has a slope of 20%; 
footpaths along Victoria Park Rd south of KGUV are narrow, broken and uneven, and in need of 
repair.  Brisbane City Council (BCC) is apparently investigating plans to repair and upgrade this route 
in the near future (Eleanor Somers, pers. comm.)  Some primary pedestrian routes have major issues, 
and these are specifically addressed below. 
8.1.1 Lower Clifton Terrace 
This street has been identified and sign posted by BCC as the major pedestrian access route to the 
CBD.  This is appropriate because of a number of factors: 
• it begins at a signalised intersection with Kelvin Grove Road and Musk Ave, which is the 
southernmost and most significant access point to KGUV; 
• it is a low-traffic one-way street; 
• it is a level street, at grade with Musk Avenue and Musgrave Road; 
• It crosses only one lane of turning traffic between Musk Avenue and Countess Street. 
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This route is shown in Figure 15 (aerial photograph sourced from BCC website).  This is an older 
photograph, so much of new internal street network of KGUV itself does not appear, but the route to 
the CBD is still clear.  This route to the city may also be seen from the aerial photo shown in Figure 16.  
This older photograph does not show the redeveloped Roma Street Parklands.  There are several 
possible routes from Lower Clifton Tce, and adequate signage for al these routes needs to be 
provided.  From Lower Clifton Tce, onto Musgrave Rd, along College Rd (across railway line), and 
then either: 
• Down Countess Street to George St or Roma St Station 
• Down Wickham Tce 
• Along Gregory Tce and down Boundary St 
This last route has been identified in the 2005 Brisbane City Centre Draft Master Plan (BCC 2005) as 
running along the edge of the ‘compact core’ of the city, rather than directly into the centre.  The route 
along Lower Clifton Terrace includes many unserviceable features, as illustrated in Figure 17. 
 
 
 
Figure 15: Most direct pedestrian route from KGUV to CBD 
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Figure 16: Pedestrian/bicycle routes to CBD looking east (BCC 2002: 9)  
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Figure 17: Infrastructure problems along Lower Clifton Terrace 
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8.1.2 Blamey Street to Musk Avenue 
The intersections of Kelvin Grove Road with Blamey Street and with Musk Avenue are both signalised 
with pedestrian crossing provision.  These intersections are 300 m apart, shown in Figure 18.  
Pedestrians wishing to cross Kelvin Grove Road, which between these two intersections is six to eight 
lanes wide, must walk up to 150m to cross.  Many pedestrians have been observed to jay walk, and 
pedestrian casualties have already occurred (KGUV Transport Group, pers. comm.).  This is 
exacerbated by the lack, or poor condition, of pathways along this section of road, and a lack of 
signage indicating the direction and distance to the nearest crossing. 
 
 
Figure 18: Distance between signalised pedestrian crossings on Kelvin Grove Road 
encourages jay walking 
 
8.1.3 Kelvin Grove Road South from Musk Ave 
The section of footpath south along Kelvin Grove Road has been recently resurfaced and landscaped, 
as part of carriageway widening, but it appears that compromises have been made of footpath width.  
Figure 19 shows this footpath, looking south.  It has an even surface, but posts have been placed in 
the surface so that the width is less than 900 mm.  The edge closest to the road has been planted out 
with trees, and low tussock plants, but these present a trip hazard if pedestrians attempt to pass one 
another.  This is significant because of the highly trafficked kerb lane within 1m from the edge of the 
path.  Safety could be improved here, possibly through a fence adjacent to the kerb line and 
replacement of the planted strip between trees with concrete path widening, particularly where it 
passes lamp posts. 
Dangerous ped crossings
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.  
Figure 19: Narrow path south from Musk Ave on Kelvin Grove Road 
 
This pathway south from Musk Avenue along Kelvin Grove Road continues down hill, then 
incorporates two ramps and over an overpass, and options of either down a staircase to Kelvin Grove 
Road then across one un-signalised lane of turning traffic then across two two-lane signalised 
crossings and up hill to the corner of College Rd, or across Kelvin Grove Rd beside the Hale Street 
overpass and down two ramps as shown in Figure 26.  People may walk either to the bus stop on the 
western side of Kelvin Grove Rd, or north through an underpass (Figure 20), reconnecting with Lower 
Clifton Tce.  Either way, this presents a very convoluted route for pedestrians trying to cross Kelvin 
Grove Rd. 
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Figure 20: Kelvin Grove Road looking south towards Hale Street overpass. Free moving traffic 
on exit ramp crosses pedestrian desire line. 
 
 
Figure 20: Underpass of Hale Street off ramp on west side of Kelvin Grove Rd 
Desire line direct to bus stop and 
along Kelvin Grove Road 
Fast traffic and 
obscured bend means 
dangerous crossings. 
Ped overpass of exit ramp… …connects to KG Rd or overpass… …giving access to bus stop 
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8.2 Cycling 
The provision of adequate cycling infrastructure is very mixed within the Frame and Local Areas 
around KGUV.  BCC has established a network of on and off road bikeways, which range from 
specially built facilities such as the Bicentennial Bikeway, which runs along the north bank of the 
Brisbane River, to unmarked and un-sign-posted routes.  These bikeways are published on the 
Internet and as a small booklet; the map relevant to the Frame and Local Area is shown in Figure 21. 
 
 
Figure 21: BCC Bikeway Map 5 showing KGUV Frame Area 
 
Some of these bikeways are of high quality, while others can be dubious, or even dangerous, when 
slopes become excessive. 
8.2.1 Steep slopes, unsafe bikeways and proposed routes 
As detailed in Section 6.2.1, streets and bike paths with slopes greater than 5% pose a hazard for 
cyclists, not only because they slow speed dramatically, but because cyclists travelling down such 
slopes may be unable to stop without an accident.  Figure 22 shows the location of streets within the 
frame area that have streets with dangerous slopes.  Some of these streets are actually the locations 
of BCC designated on-street bike paths, and a selection is labelled. 
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Figure 22: Bike-unsafe streets, bikeways to be closed, and proposed alternative routes 
 
The figure above also shows a number of alternative or proposed bike routes, and these are marked 
as dotted blue lines. Table 28 shows the calculations and gradients determined for these unsafe 
routes, and also for the proposed routes. Shown are the upper and lower altitudes for the continuous 
slopes at each end, and the length of those slopes.  It was not possible to calculate gradients for all 
the proposed cycle routes because of limitations in the data available, but where ever possible routes 
have been assessed on-the-ground for their acceptability as alternatives. 
 
Table 28: Selection of bikeway streets with gradients unsafe for bicycles, and proposed routes 
Name of Slope Length (m) Gradient Safe? 
(see Table 20) 
W Vale St 135 18% (1:6) Unsafe (> 15 m long) 
E Vale St 240 8% (1:12.5) Unsafe (> 80 m long) 
Prospect Tce (proposed) 430 2% (1:50) Safe (< 1:33) 
Murray St 162 18.5% (1:6) Unsafe (> 15 m long) 
Gilchrist Ave (bikepath) 80 
80 
170 
7.5% (1:13) 
8.8% (1:11) 
4% (1:24) 
Unsafe (> 50 m long) 
Unsafe (> 50 m long) 
Safe (< 1:33) 
Gilchrist Ave (road, proposed) 182 
124 
193 
3% (1:36) 
2% (1:41) 
2% (1:43) 
Safe (< 1:33) 
Safe (< 1:33) 
Safe (< 1:33) 
Balmain Tce 225 9% (1:11) Unsafe (> 50 m long) 
Great George St Red Hill 80 9% (1:11) Unsafe (> 50 m long) 
Bikepath S Normanby Tce 150 9% (1:11) Unsafe (> 50 m long) 
Victoria St, Spring Hill 200 7.5% (1:13) Unsafe (> 50 m long) 
Rees St, Herston 109 9% (1:11) Unsafe (> 50 m long) 
Picot St N, Herston 61 11% (1:9) Unsafe (> 20 m long) 
Bishop St, Herston (proposed) 525 < 2% (1:58) Safe (< 1:33) 
Balmain Tce
Murray St 
Vale St 
Great George St 
Victoria St
Prospect Tce
Victoria St
Lower Clifton Tce
Bowen Bridge 
Rd (footpath)
Northey St 
car park
Gilchrist Ave
Boundary Rd
Aberleigh Rd 
Hetherington St
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College Rd 
(footpath) 
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The figure above shows that a large number of streets in the Frame Area have slopes that are unsafe 
for bicycles, and such streets which are also bikeways are labelled.  There are also several streets 
that are marked as bikeways that have unsafe features; Hetherington St, for example, has ‘traffic 
calming’ features that create dangerous pinch points were cars and cycles interact, and a number of 
blind corners.  This bikeway should be re-routed as shown to run along Aberleigh Rd, then either turn 
right along Butterfield St, or continue north along Fagan Rd and Gould Rd and over Ithaca Creek 
(there is however a dangerously low head-clearance on this bridge, which needs to be clearly signed 
as a hazard, even for pedestrians).  The bikeway running alongside Gilchrist Ave not only has steep 
slopes, but is a security risk because of the thick hedging that separates it from Gilchrist Ave, and lack 
of dedicated lighting.  Gilchrist Ave has a much more even gradient, is a low-traffic one-way street, 
and has good street lighting, and as such is a superior facility. 
Other bike routes exist beyond the Frame Area, and some of these are high quality routes, while 
others have serious issues.  Some of these routes are shown below as they provide access to the 
Bicentennial Bikeway, and ferry connections.  Bowen Hills is a barrier to the north-east, and although 
the footpath near the Royal Brisbane Hospital is an acceptable route, more consideration needs to be 
made of the ability to cross Bowen Bridge Rd, the ICB, Sandgate Rd, and the Mayne railway yards.  
To the west and south west of KGUV, many back-street routes appear to exist, but the hilly terrain of 
the area means that many of these routes are of low quality; cyclists may be forced to use more 
substantial roads, with the increased risk that the heavier traffic on these routes brings.  The route 
along Boroona Rd-Fernberg Rd-Given Tce-Cochrane St-Victoria St, for example, has some steep 
segments, others segments that have heavy vehicle traffic, but better alternatives are not evident. 
8.2.2 Bikes in bus lanes and transit lanes 
Within Brisbane City it is legal to cycle in bus and transit lanes, even though it may not be specifically 
signed (see Figure 3), and is permitted unless specifically prohibited by signs.  There are several bus 
lanes in the vicinity of KGUV, and if Kelvin Grove Rd becomes a priority bus corridor in future (see 
Figure 47) the use of these lanes by commuting cyclists in particular will increase.  Care needs to be 
taken with regard to treatments near bus stops (see Austroads 2005). 
8.3 Bus stops 
Coverage of the study area by bus stops can be considered in a number of ways.  One of the 
frequently used measures of coverage is through the generation of air buffers (‘as the crow flies’).  
These concentric circles emanating out from each stop indicate the likely area covered by pedestrians 
walking to or from the bus stop.  An example of this for KGUV is shown in Figure 23.  This figure 
shows almost the entire area of KGUV being covered (serviced) by bus stops.  Such buffers are 
relatively easy to generate in the GIS environment, but are not particularly realistic. 
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Figure 23: Air buffers to 400 m from bus stops around KGUV 
 
A more realistic representation of areas covered by bus stops is through the use of walk buffers.  
These take into the account the actual pathways that passengers walking to and from bus stops would 
have to take, such as shown in Figure 18.  The generation of walk buffers is more difficult, and 
requires the use of specialised GIS software and scripts.  The walk buffers shown in Figure 24 were 
generated using ArcInfo software using the Network Analyst extension, by running an Arc Macro 
Language script written by Marc Cooper of URS Inc, and distributed with the TLOS software package.  
This figure shows a rather different coverage to that shown in Figure 23.  In particular, the southern 
area of KGUV is not covered.  This is in part due to paths not yet having been constructed for these 
areas, but also because the walk buffering shows that the distances from the bus stops along paths 
are greater than the air buffering indicates. 
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Figure 24: Walk buffers (400 m) from bus stops around KGUV. 
 
8.3.1 Kelvin Grove Road 
A number of bus stops along Kelvin Grove Road service KGUV.  Figure 25 illustrates three stops, on 
Musgrave Rd, Kelvin Grove Rd and Ithaca streets.  Other stops are shown along Musgrave Rd, but 
these tend to either be further than 400 m from KGUV, or to have connecting streets with steep slopes 
that reduce their attractiveness as pedestrian routes, such as Upper Clifton Tce.  Of the three stops, 
with walking routes shown in Figure 25, only the centre stop, on Kelvin Grove Rd, can be considered 
close enough to provide coverage to KGUV.  Other Kelvin Grove Road stops further north also provide 
coverage to KGUV and QUT-KG, as shown in Figure 25. 
©BCC
Absolute lack of 
coverage in S end of 
KGUV and Normanby 
Tce area 
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Figure 25: Walking routes and distances to nearest bus stops at southern end of KGUV 
 
8.3.2 QUT-KG Busway Station 
The QUT Kelvin Grove Busway Station provides good coverage of KGUV and has good service 
frequencies (see Figure 32).  Figure 26 illustrates some example walking routes and distances from 
the busway station.  Typically, busway stations are treated as being more significant attractors than 
regular bus stops, and as such are typically considered to have walk buffers of up to 800 m (Qld 
Transport 1998). 
8.3.3 Bus stops on northern side of QUT 
Bus stops on the northern side of QUT-KG, although providing coverage to the campus, largely do not 
provide coverage to KGUV.  The distances from these bus stops to the QUT campus is shown in 
Figure 27.  The distances are outside the typically expected walking distance of 400 m for a standard 
bus stop.  It is unlikely that these stops would provide adequate coverage for KGUV, particularly as the 
services to stops are infrequent (see Section 9.3.2).  Two other bus stops are shown in the figure 
(black stars) as much closer to KGUV: the QUT-KG Busway Station and bus stops for services 364 
(Herston and QUT KG) and 391 (QUT-KG to QUT Gardens Point intercampus shuttle).   
©BCC,QUT
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Figure 26: Walking routes and distances from QUT Kelvin Grove Busway Station 
 
 
 
Figure 27: Distances from bus stops (black stars) on the northern side of QUT. 
©BCC,QUT
©BCC,QUT
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9 Review of Public Transport Service to KGUV 
9.1 Connectivity between cycling and public transport 
9.1.1 Ferries 
Bicycles are allowed on all Citycat and Brisbane City Council ferry services, subject to space 
availability.  The closest ferry stop for people wishing to access KGUV is North Quay, and the most 
likely routes for accessing this stop are shown in Figure 28.  The main route incorporates: 
• Bicentennial Bikeway beneath the Riverside Expressway 
• Herschel Street 
• Roma Street 
• Roma Street Parklands drive 
• College Road – Musgrave Road (likely on footpath) 
• Lower Clifton Terrace 
• Musk Avenue. 
This route is reasonable for experienced cyclists.  The busy crossings of North Quay, Roma Street 
and the Normanby Fiveways are facilitated by signalised intersections including pedestrian crossings. 
Cyclists from the south eastern suburbs may travel by cross ferry between Bulimba and Teneriffe.  
The most likely route for this trip is shown in Figure 29.  This route incorporates: 
• Commercial Road 
• Ann Street/ Wickham Street 
• Brookes Street 
• Gregory Terrace 
• Yorks Hollow Landbridge 
• Inner City Bypass (ICB) Bikeway 
• Victoria Park Road. 
Once again, this route is reasonable for experienced cyclists.  The crossings of the busy Ann Street/ 
Wickham Street couplet and Brunswick Street are facilitated by signalised intersections with 
pedestrian crossings. 
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Figure 28: Bicycle routes between North Quay ferry terminal and KGUV 
 
 
 
Figure 29: Route to access Bulimba ferry by bicycle 
1 km 
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9.1.2 Buses 
The carrying of bikes on buses in Brisbane has been trialled on a number of bus routes that do not 
service KGUV (viz. 432 Kenmore - University of Queensland, 440 Moggill CityXpress - Myer Centre 
and 598/599 Great Circle Line) and despite apparently being well patronised by cycling passengers is 
unlikely to be expanded to other services due to legal impediments associated with Australian Design 
Regulations for vehicles (Shane Hackett, BCC pers. comm.).  Secure parking provision for bicycles 
was not observed at any bus stops, including the QUT KG Busway Station. 
9.1.3 Trains 
In Brisbane, thirty new trains have been introduced on the Citytrain network since 1999/2000, which 
have allowed more frequent services to be provided. These service improvements have been well 
used, with rail patronage growing by 5.4 percent in the financial year of 2000/01 (Bredhauer 2002). 
Bicycles are allowed on trains at no extra cost excluding these peak directions and times:  
• inbound to city between 7am and 9.30am 
• outbound from city between 3pm and 6.30pm 
Unfortunately, this precludes most people who may wish to travel to KGUV for work or study from 
taking their bicycles on the train with them.  It does, however, allow people who live at KGUV and 
travel outbound to take their bicycles with them.  The closest station for cyclists is Roma St, which is 
more accessible by bicycle and closer than Central or Brunswick St stations.  The most likely route for 
cyclists is shown in Figure 30.  It incorporates: 
• Roma Street Parklands drive 
• Musgrave Road – College Road (likely on footpath) 
• Lower Clifton Terrace 
• Musk Avenue. 
Once again, this route is considered to be reasonable for experienced cyclists. 
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Figure 30: Likely routes for cyclists from KGUV to Roma St Train Station 
 
9.2 Integrated Timetabling and ticketing 
Integrated ticketing began on Brisbane Transport buses in June 2004. The TransLink system was 
introduced to provide a single public transport network covering south-east Queensland from Gympie 
North and Noosa to Coolangatta and west to Helidon.  Information about transit services is available 
through the Transinfo information service, which can provide details for multi-leg and multi-mode trips, 
and can be accessed either by telephone or via the internet; the online information page is shown in 
Figure 31. 
 
 
Figure 31: Transinfo journey planner 
(URL: http://www.translink.qld.gov.au) 
Route 2: Victoria 
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The introduction of travel zones across SEQ to make calculation of fares more streamlined has aided 
in the introduction of integrated tickets.  Tickets are issued and valid for all travel between and within 
the origin and destination zones for hours, days, or weeks after purchase, depending on the type of 
ticket purchased.  T o date these changes have led to substantial increases in the use of public 
transport for travel to and from QUT KG, as highlighted in the Travelsmart survey report (Section 9.4).  
Increases that can be attributed in significant part to these changes include increases in train, bus and 
ferry use by 150%, 180% and 500% respectively.   
The next phase of the integrated ticketing systems involves the use of Smartcard tickets, which will 
record each trip the traveller (or more correctly, the card) makes, as it is waved over a radio 
transceiver as the patron enters or leaves a bus, train or ferry.  Such cards will eliminate the need to 
buy daily tickets, because the card can be used as long as it still has credit available, and can be 
‘recharged’ either at leisure or as required.  At the time of writing, Smartcard ticket gates had been 
installed at inner city rail stations including Roma Street, but the tickets were still in the trial phase. 
9.3 Transit Level of Service 
The primary tool used in this analysis is the TLOS software developed by Kittelson and Associates, 
Inc. and URS Inc., and distributed free-of-charge by the Florida Department of Transport.  This 
software uses a Geographical Information System (GIS) to analyse transit service at a number of 
levels, but because of the constraints of this project only some features of this software have been 
used.  In particular, the lack of access to ArcInfo software, with Network Analyst installed, precluded 
the generation of multiple scenarios of physical bus stop configurations.  Substantial scope exists to 
expand the range and detail of analysis if this software is used in a future project.  For the current 
project, two primary tools were used; Route Segment Analysis and TLOS Indicator. 
9.3.1 Route segment analysis 
The route segment analysis tool provided as part of TLOS allows for the analysis of level of service 
along a single route by all bus services that serve that route.  Route segment analysis is a limited, but 
much quicker method for analysing the coverage along one particular corridor.  Percentage figures are 
calculated on how many minutes during the analysis period that the stop is served by transit. As 
discussed in Section 7.1.1, a stop is considered to be served by transit both during the minute (or 
longer) that a vehicle is actually at the stop, plus an assumed passenger wait time.  In this case the 
assumed wait time is five minutes prior to the scheduled arrival time. 
This analysis was performed for three corridors; the Inner Northern Busway (Figure 32), Musk Avenue 
(served only by the QUT Shuttle; Figure 33) and Kelvin Grove Road (Figures 34, 35 and 36).  These 
analyses consider the three corridors in isolation, but can examine all services that stop at the stops 
examined.  All three of these analyses assume a 400m (5 minutes’ walk) buffer represented by a 
heavy line.  Fainter lines indicate 80m (1 minute's walk).  All analyses also assumed a 5min wait time 
at each bus stop.  The TLOS percentages indicate the number of minutes each hour that people can 
catch a bus at that stop.  For example, a score of 100% means that a bus arrives every 5 minutes, 
while a score of 50% indicates a bus every 10 minutes.  The TLOS indicator is comparable to the 
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TCQSM LOS based on bus headway (KAI and URS Inc. 2005a: ; TRB 2004), but the assumed wait 
time used for the TLOS calculation must be stipulated, as shown in Table 29. 
 
Table 29: TCQSM Service Frequency LOS and TLOS with 5 minute wait times 
 
LOS Headway (minutes) TLOS 
A <10 >50% 
B 10.0-14.9 50-33.56% 
C 15.0-20.0 33.33-25% 
D 20.1-30.0 24.88-16.67% 
E 30.1-60.0 16.61-8.33% 
F >60.0 <8.33% 
 
This calculation is made by rearranging Eq 2 to produce Eq 5: 
headway
tTLOS w=      Eq 5 
The analysis for QUT Kelvin Grove Busway Station included four routes shown in Table 30.  The first 
three of these routes are frequent express services.  Figure 33 shows that this bus stop has a high 
level of service in the morning (7:00-9:00) and afternoon (15:30-18:00) peaks, as well as lunchtime 
(12:00-14:00), when the TLOS indicator drops to its minimum of 49% of minutes each hour being 
served.  
 
Table 30: Routes included in route segment analysis for QUT busway station 
Route Number Name Headway (minutes) 
330 Bracken Ridge Express-City Express 30 
333 Chermside Express-City Express 15 
340 Carseldine Express-City Express 25-30 
680 Redcliffe-City 20-60 
 
The QUT shuttle runs between QUT Gardens Point and Kelvin Grove, and terminates at the corner of 
Musk Ave and Victoria Park Rd on its outbound trip, from where it begins its inbound trip, stopping on 
Musk Ave outside the Creative Industries precinct, and terminates at the QUT Gardens Point campus 
bus stop on Alice Street at the southern end of the Brisbane CBD.  During term these shuttles run 
every 15 minutes, between 8:45a.m. and 5p.m.  The two stops and their nominal coverage, and level 
of service (% minutes served) for both stops is shown in Figure 33.  The figure indicates that this 
service provides a good level of service between the two QUT campuses. 
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Figure 32: Route segment analysis and TLOS values for QUT KG Busway Station 
 
 
Figure 33: Route Segment analysis and TLOS values for Musk Avenue 
                  Level of Service 
Time In Out 
7:00-9:00 D (20.7%) D (24.8%)
12:00-14:00 C (33.1%) B (33.9%)
15:30-18:00 C (29.8%) C (27.2%)
8:45-17:00  C (33.3%) B (33.5%)
400 m 
(5 minutes)
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The most complex of the three route segment analyses undertaken is for Kelvin Grove Road, between 
Park St and Hale St.  The routes included in the analysis are shown in Table 31. 
 
Table 31: Routes included in route segment analysis for Kelvin Grove Road 
Route Number Name Headway (min) 
344 Carseldine-City Precincts 30 
345 Aspley Express-City Express 30 
351 Aspley Hypermarket Express-City Express 20 
356 McDowell Rocket-City Rocket (One service only) 
357 Brendale Express-City Express 10-30 
359 Albany Village Express-City Express 20-60 
372 Ashgrove-City 20-40 
390 Brookside-City 8-30 
 
Stops included in the analysis are on the East and West side of Kelvin Grove Rd, and are inbound and 
outbound stops respectively.  A separate buffer has been generated for each stop, along with 
separate LOS values.  Figure 34 shows the inbound and outbound stops used in the analysis and the 
LOS for each stop in the 7-9 AM peak period.  While the inbound LOS is excellent, the outbound 
service is poor.  More services may need to be provided in the morning peak in the outbound direction 
from the city to service the expected increase in employment at KGUV, and to better cater to staff and 
students who travel from the south to reach QUT-KG. 
Figures 35 and 36 show the LOS for Kelvin Grove Rd buffers for the 12p.m. to 2p.m. and 3:30p.m. to 
6p.m. periods respectively.  Once again, the LOS for the outbound stops during the midday analysis 
period is poor (LOS E).  Ithaca Street only receives service in the morning. 
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Figure 34: Route Segment analysis and TLOS values for Kelvin Grove Road, 7-9 AM 
 
 
Inbound stops 
Outbound stops 
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Figure 35: TLOS route segment analysis for 
Kelvin Grove Rd 12-2 PM 
 
Figure 36: TLOS route segment analysis for 
Kelvin Grove Road 3:30 to 6 PM 
 
9.3.2 TLOS 
TLOS is a software package that calculates the level of service for a study area considering frequency, 
service span, coverage, and pedestrian accessibility to stops, as discussed in Section 7.1.1. 
TLOS calculations were carried out for the KGUV Frame Area. A more thorough investigation of 
connectivity of KGUV with the wider region would require incorporation of far more stops and services, 
particularly in the CBD. 
TLOS Study area 
TLOS calculations require the integration of population and employment, physical infrastructure, 
service and scheduling data.  The TAZs used for this study are shown in Figure 37.  They correspond 
to the 2001 Census areas (save for 31917031 and 31917030, which combined make area 3191703).  
The Census figures are somewhat dated, being four years old, and employment figures are absent for 
many of the TAZs.  Employment figures that have been provided have been collected from major 
employers, and their sources are listed in Appendix B.  
Having established the study area for TLOS analysis, streets, pathways, rail lines, busways, train 
stations and bus stops need to be generated or imported, as shown in Figure 38.  This figure shows 
street centres (blue), pedestrian pathways (yellow), bus stops (black stars), The Inner Northern 
Busway (magenta), rail stations (red circles), rail lines (red rails) and TAZs (green).  These data were 
processed within ArcInfo with Network Analyst extension via an Arc Macro Language script, to 
generate overlapping air buffers and walk buffers each 80m (1 minute’s walk) apart, to 400m from 
each bus stop and 800m from each rail or busway station.  Each of these buffers is associated not 
only with the stops for which it was generated, but also the employment and population data of the 
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underlying TAZ.  This allows calculations to be made for the number of jobs and population potentially 
serviced for each buffer, derived as either a proportion of the area of the TAZ or of the street length 
within the TAZ.  
 
a) b) c)  
Figure 37: TAZs used for TLOS calculations 
a) 2001 census areas, b) population and c) employment 
 
 
 
 
Figure 38: Street layer for analysis in TLOS 
 
Data on employment and population were entered into the TAZs, but even more important to the 
analysis is the transit stop and pedestrian network.  Figure 38 shows the network that was used for the 
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analysis in this study.  Although coloured for easy recognition in this diagram, when entered into the 
data processing macro in ArcInfo, all these features collapsed into arcs (lines) and nodes (points).  
Arcs are given a label as either pedestrian friendly or unfriendly, and all nodes are labelled as transit 
stops or regular points.  The ArcInfo macro then uses the Network Analyst module to generate air 
buffers around every node that is a transit stop, and walk buffers radiating out from every transit stop, 
but only where a pedestrian friendly link exists.  In Figure 38, for example, a railway station in the 
bottom left hand corner is an isolated stop.  The only connection to this stop is via the railway line, and 
this is a pedestrian unfriendly arc.  So, for this isolated transit stop, air buffers may be generated, but 
no walk buffers.   
Buffers are generated for every transit stop within every TAZ, and buffers are spilt into separate 
polygons wherever they overlap with one another or with the TAZ boundaries, shown in Figure 39.  A 
database is generated, which records the stop/s with which every polygon is associated, as well as the 
proportion of employment and population associated with that polygon, based on either the area of or 
total length of road through the TAZ.  The TLOS software then uses a schedule that records which 
service services which stop at what times, and compiles a level of service for every polygon, 
dependant upon the parameters entered in the data initialisation. 
 
 
Figure 39: Generation of buffer polygons by TLOS software 
 
Air and Walk Buffers 
An example set of air buffers for KGUV was generated by TLOS, as shown in Figure 40.  At the scale 
of this study, the use of these air buffers is not particularly useful, since they tend to show that almost 
all of the study area is covered by bus services.  In addition, for a number of nearby bus stops the 
overlapping buffers tend to show a complex and somewhat confusing picture.  For the remaining 
TLOS analyses, only walk buffers will be used, and Figure 40 should be considered as illustrative of 
potential analyses only. 
Transit 
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Figure 40: Air buffers for all services 3:30p.m. to 6p.m. 
 
 
 
Figure 41: Walk buffers for all services 7a.m. to 9a.m. assuming no wait time 
 
Figure 42 illustrates the walk buffers for all services during the morning peak.  The highest TLOS 
values shown in Figure 41 are 50-59%, shown around Roma St station.  This score is so low because 
this analysis assumed no wait time for potential passengers, i.e. a service was only considered 
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available if the passenger arrived at the same minute as the transit vehicle.  While this is an unrealistic 
scenario, it does give a good idea of just how many services are available.  Incorporating a five-minute 
wait time, TLOS values are much higher, as shown in Figure 42.   
 
  
 
Figure 42: TLOS Walk buffers all services 7a.m. to 9a.m. assuming 5min wait time 
 
TLOS values at Roma St Station, QUT Kelvin Grove Busway Station and Kelvin Grove Road City 
Express stop climb towards 100% for the 7a.m. to 9a.m. period.  Analyses with similar parameters are 
shown for the periods 12p.m. to 2p.m. and 3:30p.m. to 6p.m. in Figures 43 and 44 respectively.  It is 
apparent from Figures 43 to 45 that the KGUV Frame Area generally has good transit service 
coverage both spatially and temporally. 
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Figure 43: TLOS Walk buffers for all services 12p.m. to 2p.m. assuming 5min wait time 
 
 
 
Figure 44: Walk buffers for all services 3:30p.m. to 6p.m. assuming no wait time 
 
This same analysis can be expressed in terms of the LOS as given in the TCQSM, with LOS between 
A and F (Figure 45).  Similar to the route segment analysis diagrams shown in Section 9.3.1, Figure 
45 shows that morning peak hour services to KGUV are good, all LOS C or better.   
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Figure 45: TCQSM LOS Walk buffers all services 7a.m. to 9a.m. assuming 5-minute wait time 
 
These three diagrams are all based upon the same underlying data for arrivals at stops, but are 
different representations of the data, based on the different assumptions of what constitutes a “good” 
threshold level of service. 
The arrivals/departures at three example stops for the three primary analysis periods are shown in 
Table 32.  Also shown is the LOS based on service headway (TRB 2004). 
 
Table 32: Arrivals and Service Headway LOS at three transit stops 
  7:00-9:00 12:00-14:00 15:30-18:00 
Roma Street Rail Station  95 (A) 47 (A) 97 (A) 
QUT KG Busway Station  38 (A) 36 (A) 44 (A) 
inbound 11 (B) 8 (C) 6 (D) Kelvin Grove Rd, 
 McCaskie Park outbound 5 (D) 8 (C) 9 (C) 
 
This table is significant for connectivity between bus and train services.  People travelling via a bus 
that stops at McCaskie Park to KGUV from Roma St Station or from KGUV to Roma Street Station in 
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the morning and afternoon peak times, respectively, will experience a LOS D, which may be 
considered to be inadequate. 
A more thorough implementation of the TLOS software is an iterative process, and involves the 
running of several scenarios, for example the impact of much larger population on service coverage, 
or the impact of new stops and stations such as the Normanby Busway Station, or the effect of new 
roads or pedestrian pathways on transit accessibility. 
Scenario testing of a sort can be carried out without having to regenerate the air and walk buffer 
dataset.  This involves changing the routes and schedules without changing the physical location of 
stops.  This was done for the QUT shuttle, service 391.  This service is only available to staff and 
students of QUT and so should no be factored into calculations for the non-QUT population of KGUV.  
Figure 46 shows the impact on the service coverage for the central area of KGUV with the 391 QUT 
shuttle removed. There is a serious lack of service provision to KGUV.  Coverage for QUT staff and 
students during semester is adequate because of the 391 QUT shuttle bus (see Figure 44 showing the 
TLOS for the same time of day with the shuttle included). However, for all other travellers, and outside 
of semester, the coverage for much of KGUV falls significantly. 
 
 
 
Figure 46: Walk buffers 3:30p.m. to 6p.m., no wait time, without QUT shuttle 
 
Also noted in Figure 46 are the stops for service 364.  This service nominally services the streets of 
Herston, and continues onto the bus stop that is central to the KGUV (essentially the same stop as the 
391).  Coverage of the route appears thorough, as shown by the walk buffers on almost all the streets 
of Herston (see also Figure 45). However, the hours of service are such that the 364 does not stop at 
QUT KG during weekday daylight hours. 
Lack of 
service
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Another limiting factor in the analyses used in this project is the TLOS software itself.  Because it is a 
powerful, non-proprietary piece of software, there were a number of issues that arose during the 
analytical process.  As with many software products that are in rapid development, the printed 
literature often does not keep up with the software development, and a number of small issues 
became stumbling blocks; for example, when initialising and generating database files within the TLOS 
software certain database fields are required for the program to run, but these have not all been 
documented.  There is also an undocumented limitation in version 4 of the software that limits the 
identifiers on transit routes to numbers between 1 and 998.  Once this was discovered, the five and six 
digit identifiers were changed and the software ran as expected.  It is anticipated that further use of the 
TLOS software would include some further teething issues. 
9.4 TravelSmart surveys 
While this study is primarily concerned with the infrastructure and services of active transport, it is 
informative to examine the results of the TravelSmart survey that was conducted at QUT-KG in 2003-
2004.  The surveys were conducted before and after the opening of the Inner Northern Busway and 
the introduction of integrated ticketing on 1 Jul 2004.  From Table 33 it can be seen that there have 
been some dramatic changes in use of active transport, particularly in walking. However, it must be 
noted that a change in the survey method in the “after” travel survey meant that respondents gave 
answers for all transport modes used, not just the major leg as they had done in the previous survey.  
This would explain the increase in walking, as walking plays a part in essentially all transport modes.  
Reduction in car as driver, in comparison, would be expected to be a real phenomenon, and 
attributable to: 
• the increased patronage of current alternatives as a result of the TravelSmart campaign 
and/or a reduction in car parking provision at the campus,  
• and/or the decrease in some public transport fares (Queensland Transport 2004: 18-19),  
• and/or increased patronage of new services on the INB (e.g. 56% of respondents who 
travelled to QUT by bus used route 333 (Queensland Transport 2004: 23)),  
• and/or increased use of multi-mode trips (especially train) because of integrated ticketing 
(Queensland Transport 2004: 21). 
 
Table 33: TravelSmart destinations before and after survey results 
 (Queensland Transport 2004) 
Transport Mode Before Travel Survey After Travel Survey Result 
Car as driver 51% 34% -33% 
Car as passenger 6% 10% +66% 
Motor bike/scooter 1% 3% +200% 
Walk 5% 39% +680% 
Cycle 2% 5% +150% 
Train 5% 14% +180% 
Bus 23% 39% +69% 
Ferry 0.5% 3% +500% 
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PART IV Proposed Infrastructure 
10 Review of Proposed Infrastructure 
This review of proposed infrastructure covers several significant proposals: 
• Service and infrastructure initiatives in the TransLink Network Plan 2005 
• Upgrading of the crossing of the railway line at Normanby, and construction of a pedestrian 
and bicycle link through to Roma St Parklands 
• Additions to the off-road path and on-road bikeways identified by the Transport Plan for 
Brisbane 2002-2016. 
10.1 TransLink Network Plan 2005 
In 2005, the Queensland government released a paper outlining the service and infrastructure 
initiatives for public transport in SEQ over two periods, three years 2004-2007, and ten years to 2014.  
A map of these proposals for the Brisbane CBD is shown in Figure 47.  Proposals that would affect the 
accessibility of KGUV include: 
• Construction of busway stations at 
o Normanby by end 2005 
o Royal Children’s Hospital 
o King George Square by 2007 
• Extension of Inner Northern Busway to Queen Street bus station by 2007 
• Upgrading of South Brisbane Station and linking to Cultural Centre Busway Station by 2014 
• Improved bus access to Inner Northern Busway and CBD from western suburbs by 2014 
• Construction of Busway stations at Royal Brisbane Hospital, Countess St, and Roma St by 
2014 
• Implementation of bus priority corridors on Kelvin Grove Rd and Musgrave Rd by 2014. 
These are now examined. 
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Figure 47: TransLink Network Plan 2005 CBD service and infrastructure Initiatives 2004-2014 
http://www.translink.com.au 
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10.1.1 Normanby Busway Station 
The construction of the Normanby Busway Station (NBS) is nearing completion at the time of writing.  
The station is located beneath the Brisbane Grammar School sports facility, and will provide access to 
the southern most end of Kelvin Grove Road.  The position of the station relative to KGUV is shown in 
Figure 48.  Also shown is the coverage (light green) for pedestrians walking from NBS to KGUV along 
several likely routes (dark green).  This diagram shows the maximum penetration of KGUV if a person 
walks up to 800m.  Buffered around the maximum walk distance is a 50m buffer (light green) 
estimating where pedestrians are likely to be able to walk to along the 800m route.  A significant 
contributor to the distance pedestrians have to walk is the location of the access from the station to 
Kelvin Grove Road.  The path shown adds almost 200 m to the distance pedestrians have to walk.   
 
 
 
Figure 48: Normanby Busway Station connection to KGUV. 
Possible routes in dark green and maximum potential accessible area in light green 
 
Notwithstanding, the NBS will provide coverage into KGUV from the south, as far as the internal 
intersection of Musk Avenue / Maidstow Street.  This covered area incorporates the QUT Creative 
Industries Precinct.  The opening of the NBS will be of value in promoting active transport at KGUV 
and QUT. 
Possible shortest routes 
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10.1.2 Royal Children’s Hospital Busway station 
This busway station is still under construction at the time of writing, and due to be completed at the 
end of 2005.  This station will improve the accessibility, and comfort and convenience, for passengers 
travelling from the QUT KG Busway Station to the UQ School of Medicine, RCH or RBWH.   
 
Figure 49: Planned route and stops of Inner Northern Busway 
http://www.transport.qld.gov.au 
 
10.1.3 Normanby Fiveways  
The Queensland government is planning a new pedestrian bridge and walkway near the road bridge 
over the railway, along College Rd.  This plan includes a pedestrian bridge from the south side of the 
railway to the new Normanby Busway Station, to connect to the current shared path running east from 
College Rd along the railway.  Also included in the plan is an underpass of College Rd, giving 
pedestrians and cyclists a grade separated crossing of College Rd, access to the Roma Street 
Parklands, and from there to Roma Street Station.  This project is illustrated in Figure 50. 
This project will improve connectivity for some people travelling to and from KGUV.  The underpass of 
College Road would allow pedestrians and cyclists travelling along the shared path from the east, or 
south along Musgrave Road, access into the Roma Street Parklands and the cycleways that connect 
Construction commenced  
Jan 2005. Opening 
planned for late 2005. 
Construction commenced  
May 2005. Opening 
planned for late 2005. 
In planning phase. Construction 
to commence early 2006, for 
completion by end 2007 
Subject to funding 
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those parklands to Roma Street station, Roma Street itself, and beyond.  This project will be of value 
in promoting active transport at KGUV and QUT. 
 
 
 
Figure 50: Normanby pedestrian/cycle link, including bridge over railway to busway station 
 
There has been some discussion of upgrading the public pedestrian bridge that crosses both the 
railway line and the ICB, connecting the public thoroughfare between Brisbane Boys and Brisbane 
Girls Grammar Schools, and hence Gregory Terrace on the south side, with the ICB Bikeway and 
Victoria Park Road on the north side.  There is contention and mixed ideas about whether this bridge 
and the associated access on both the northern and southern ends should be should be upgraded 
(Eleanor Somers, Shane Hackett, KGUV Transport Group, pers. Comm.), and no solid plans to 
upgrade this route are known to exist at this time.  Further discussion with the grammar schools, in 
particular, would be needed to determine how best to proceed with this option. 
10.1.4 Transport Plan for Brisbane 2002-2016: Bicycle and pedestrian facilities 
This plan has identified that a further 295 km of off-road paths and 905km of on-road bikeways are 
required to complete Brisbane cycle network (BCC 2002).  The current and planned paths are 
illustrated in Figure 51.  Within the KGUV Frame Area, the Strategic Bikeway network proposes an on-
road facility along Kelvin Grove Road.  This project would also be of value in promoting active 
transport at KGUV and QUT. 
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Figure 51: BCC Strategic Bikeway Network (BCC 2002: 52) 
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PART V Recommendations 
11 Recommendations 
A number of recommendations can be made regarding the upgrading of infrastructure and services 
to allow for greater active transport use to and from KGUV.  Recommended improvements in order 
of priority are: 
• Upgrading of pedestrian access along the primary route to the CBD along Lower Clifton 
Terrace 
• Upgrading of footpath infrastructure and signage along designated pedestrian and cycle 
routes between KGUV and the CBD 
• Designation, marking and signage of any new sections of bikeway to improve connectivity 
with existing networks 
• Consideration of redesignating some cycle routes away from streets that have steep grades 
or heavy traffic 
• Signage on Kelvin Grove Road along the KGUV frontage directing pedestrians to cross at 
the signalised intersections at Blamey St and Musk Ave 
• Signage within KGUV and along Kelvin Grove Road providing directional guidance to transit 
facilities, compatible with the TransLink information signage being installed across Brisbane 
• Consideration of enhanced pedestrian priority at the signalised intersections on Kelvin 
Grove Road at Musk Ave and Blamey St, if feasible 
• Widening and other upgrading of footpaths along both sides of Kelvin Grove Rd between 
Musgrave Road and Prospect Tce, and along College Rd to accommodate shared 
pedestrian and bicycle traffic 
• Consideration of installing pedestrian fencing along the eastern side of Kelvin Grove Rd 
between Musk Ave and Ithaca St exit ramp 
• Redesign of traffic calming treatments on Victoria Park Road to provide for easier 
manoeuvring by bus operators, or alternatively, rerouting of the 391 service to avoid this 
section of road 
• Consideration of extending the operation of the 391 service as KGUV develops, particularly 
during “out of semester” periods where services are currently reduced. 
11.1 Main route to CBD: Lower Clifton Terrace to Roma Street 
The access to the city via Lower Clifton Terrace has been identified and signposted by BCC as a 
major pedestrian route to the CBD.  However, this route does not meet most of the benchmarks 
identified here, and in particular does not meet the needs of wheelchairs.  It is recommended that this 
route be improved as a priority. 
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Pedestrian accessibility along Lower Clifton Terrace 
A number of significant issues were identified in Section 8.1.1, which include: 
• Covering the large drain at intersection with Kelvin Grove Road to allow wheelchair 
accessibility and make pedestrian access safer 
• removal or cutting back of vegetation along path so that it does not obstruct pathway 
• repair of uneven and damaged footpath 
• widening of footpath to allow for single wheelchair access at minimum and preferably for two 
wheelchairs to pass (which would meet the needs of other pedestrians) or even to width for a 
shared bicycle/pedestrian path (2.4m to 3m) 
• consideration of realigning kerb to allow for wider footpath, in particular so that rubbish bins, 
parked cars and trees do not obstruct pedestrian access 
• Realignment of kerb at Musgrave Road end to reduce slope of ramp 
• Provision of bicycle signage and markings. 
Signage at corner of Musgrave Road 
Vehicles entering Lower Clifton Terrace from Musgrave Road may do so at speed, and may be unable 
to stop for pedestrians.  Warning signs may need to be erected to warn both drivers from Musgrave 
Road of the likely presence of pedestrians, and pedestrians to be wary of turning traffic. 
Countess Street: Realignment of bus shelter 
The footpath on Countess Street forms part of a viable pedestrian and wheelchair link from Lower 
Clifton Terrace to the CBD.  The bus shelter on Countess street has been positioned in such a way 
that it obstructs the footpath beside a busy road, so that it will be difficult for pedestrians and bicycles 
to pass, and very difficult for wheelchairs.  This shelter should be replaced with one of a lower profile 
design, or repositioned so that it is further from the kerb, and so it does not produce a pinch point with 
nearby street trees. 
11.2 Busway stations 
At the time of writing there was one Busway station in operation and two under construction.  As 
discussed in Section 10, some of the proposed changes will benefit KGUV, and recommendations are 
made for a few. 
Normanby Busway station 
Communication with Brisbane City Council (BCC) has indicated that they do not plan to signpost this 
station as servicing KGUV. However, it will provide coverage for persons travelling to the southern part 
of KGUV, and some signage should be provided, either to Musgrave Road to join with the major route 
along Lower Clifton Terrace, or north along Kelvin Grove Road.  The preferred route is to Musgrave 
Road, as this route is largely at-grade, and already signposted.  
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QUT KG busway station 
This station is an important transit stop for those travelling to and from KGUV.  Attention needs to be 
given to signage and maps indicating how to reach the station.  Some signage currently exists, but 
more needs to be provided, consistent with the TransLink signage throughout Brisbane. 
11.3 Cycle Access 
Rerouting of cycleways to roads with more suitable gradients 
A number of formal cycle routes have been identified, which pose a danger to bicycle riders due to 
steep grades, in particular: 
1. Vale Street may be unsafe at both ends.  Consideration should be given to rerouting via Prospect 
Terrace 
2. Murray St may be unsafe.  Consideration should be given to removal from the cycle network. 
Bicycles on Kelvin Grove Road 
Kelvin Grove Road between Musk Ave and Prospect Terrace typically carries over 60,000 vehicles per 
day.  Separate bicycle paths are recommended on roads with over 14,000 VPD.  There are currently 
no bicycle lanes on this road.  It is recommended that: 
1. Bicycle lanes be installed, as either dedicated bicycle lanes, or shared bike/bus lanes.  Shared 
bike/bus lanes would be in accordance with the future plans to make Kelvin Grove Rd a 
priority bus corridor.  The Transport Plan for Brisbane shows this project. 
2. Work be done to widen footpaths on both sides of Kelvin Grove Road to allow cyclists to share 
footpaths with pedestrians.  
Shared path along College Rd between railway and Gregory Terrace 
The pathway along College Rd between the railway and Gregory Terrace is currently unsuitable for 
shared bicycle/pedestrian traffic, or even for two-way pedestrian traffic.  Consideration should be given 
to upgrading this facility to a shared path, to cater for bicycles travelling from Lower Clifton Tce to the 
bikeways on Gregory Terrace.   
11.4 Kelvin Grove Road between Blamey St and Musk Ave 
Signage of signalised crossing 
The access across Kelvin Grove Rd via the signalised crossing at the northern side of Blamey St is not 
clear from the outbound bus stop opposite McCaskie Park, and signage needs to be installed to direct 
passengers.  Similarly, signage near the inbound stop is needed to direct alighting passengers of the 
signalised crossings at Musk Ave and Blamey St. 
Pedestrian priority at signalised crossings 
Consideration should be given to providing additional green time to the pedestrian crossings at Musk 
Ave and Blamey St.  As shown in Table 9, wait times of longer than 30 seconds are LOS D, and 
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greatly increase the likelihood of non-compliance.  This is especially so given the large distance 
between these two intersections (see Figure 18). 
Upgrade of footpaths on both sides of Kelvin Grove Rd 
The section of footpath between the inward bound bus stop at McCaskie Park and the QUT Creative 
Industries Precinct is in a state of disrepair, with pinch points, large holes, narrow paths and broken 
and uneven paving.  It is recommended that this section of footpath be upgraded to a shared 
pedestrian/bike path. 
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Appendix A 
Information extracted directly from the Translink website for transit service to Kelvin Grove 
Table 34: Translink summary of services to QUT Kelvin Grove, page 1 
(www.translink.com.au) 
 
Table 35: Translink summary of services to QUT Kelvin Grove, page 2 
(www.translink.com.au) 
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Table 36: Translink summary of services to QUT Kelvin Grove, page 3 
(www.translink.com.au) 
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Figure 52: TransLink map of bus services to QUT Kelvin Grove (www.translink.com.au) 
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Appendix B: Data sources for TLOS 
Employment data  
The data for the population of each TAZ are drawn from the 2001 Census.  For the sake of simplicity, 
population is considered to remain unchanged in all areas except KGUV, where it is predicted the 
population in 2010 will be 3000. 
Employment data for each TAZ are more difficult to obtain.  Again for simplicity, employment is 
considered to change only in KGUV, from 0 in 2005 to an estimated 2200 in 2010.  The contributors to 
current employment are shown in Table 37.  For this study, students are combined with staff for 
estimating demand for and coverage by services. 
 
Table 37: Source of employment data for each TAZ 
Data sources: p = phoned HR staff, e = estimate, 
 w = published on web site, a = QUT internal data 
TAZ Area Emp2005 Employment sources 
3191809 Spring Hill 860 Brisbane Private Hospital 460p; Motels 8 X 50e 
3191802 Spring Hill 1050 St Andrew’s War Memorial Hospital 850p; Motels 4 X 50e 
3191801 Spring Hill 2389 Brisbane Grammar School-staff 139
w, students 1400w;  Main 
roads & Qld transport 850p 
3191701 Herston 7500 Royal Brisbane and Women’s, and Royal Children’s Hospitals 7500p 
3191709 Kelvin Grove 8955 
Staff-full time 895a, part-time 141a, casual 1067a, students full 
time 6707a, Kelvin Grove State College-staff 145w, Students 
1550w 
 
Bus, train and ferry schedule data 
Bus and ferry timetables are available online at http://www.Translink.qld.gov.au as PDF files.  
Schedule data were extracted from these timetables by electronic cut-and-paste into MS Word for 
reformatting and copied into MS Excel.  Train timetables are available in hardcopy, and schedule data 
from these was manually entered into MS Excel, as were data from a number of recalcitrant electronic 
bus schedules. An example of the timetable spreadsheet is shown in Table 28 for route 390 Brookside 
to CBD, inbound via Kelvin Grove Rd, Monday to Friday (all weekdays have the same timetables).  
These ‘raw data’ are then copied into the TLOS scheduling spreadsheet.  In this spreadsheet (part of 
the TLOS package)  a number of the timetabled stops are omitted because they fall outside the Frame 
Area of the study, while there are a number of stops that are serviced along this route that are not in 
the timetable.  This spreadsheet interpolates stop times at these intermediate stops, assuming that 
they are equally spaced, and following one of up to ten stop patterns that may be entered reflecting 
changes in expected times between stops throughout the day.  From this schedule an output file in 
DBF format is produced, with fields as shown in Table 39.  These files are produced for every service 
in both inbound and outbound directions, and concatenated to produce one file of all schedule data, 
potentially many thousands of lines long. 
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Table 38: Timetable data for 390 inbound Mon-Fri 
Brookside 
Shopping Centre Alderley Newmarket Kelvin Grove 
Adelaide St at City 
Hall (Stop 20) 
Queen St app 
Creek St (Stop 74)
5:20 5:27 5:30 5:33 5:45 5:50 
5:50 5:57 6:00 6:03 6:15 6:20 
6:25 6:34 6:37 6:42 6:56 7:01 
6:47 6:58 7:02 7:07 7:23 7:28 
7:05 7:16 7:21 7:26 7:47 7:52 
7:15 7:28 7:33 7:39 8:00 8:05 
7:25 7:38 7:43 7:50 8:12 8:19 
 7:50 7:56 8:02 8:24 8:31 
7:47 8:00 8:05 8:12 8:34 8:41 
7:54 8:07 8:12 8:19 8:41 8:47 
 8:18 8:22 8:28 8:55 9:00 
8:15 8:28 8:33 8:39 9:00 9:06 
 8:34 8:39 8:45 9:06 9:11 
8:30 8:43 8:48 8:54 9:15 9:20 
8:45 8:56 9:00 9:05 9:23 9:28 
9:00 9:11 9:15 9:20 9:38 9:43 
9:15 9:24 9:28 9:32 9:50 9:55 
9:30 9:39 9:43 9:47 10:05 10:10 
9:45 9:54 9:58 10:02 10:20 10:25 
10:00 10:09 10:13 10:17 10:35 10:40 
10:15 10:24 10:28 10:32 10:50 10:55 
10:30 10:39 10:43 10:47 11:05 11:10 
10:45 10:54 10:58 11:02 11:20 11:25 
11:00 11:09 11:13 11:17 11:35 11:40 
11:15 11:24 11:28 11:32 11:50 11:55 
11:30 11:39 11:43 11:47 12:05 12:10 
11:45 11:54 11:58 12:02 12:20 12:25 
12:00 12:09 12:12 12:16 12:33 12:38 
12:15 12:24 12:27 12:31 12:48 12:53 
12:30 12:39 12:42 12:46 13:03 13:08 
12:45 12:54 12:57 13:01 13:18 13:23 
13:00 13:09 13:12 13:16 13:33 13:38 
13:15 13:24 13:27 13:31 13:48 13:53 
13:30 13:39 13:42 13:46 14:03 14:08 
13:45 13:54 13:57 14:01 14:18 14:23 
14:00 14:09 14:12 14:16 14:33 14:38 
14:15 14:24 14:27 14:31 14:48 14:53 
14:30 14:39 14:42 14:46 15:03 15:08 
14:40 14:49 14:53 14:57 15:15 15:20 
14:55 15:04 15:08 15:12 15:33 15:38 
15:10 15:19 15:23 15:27 15:48 15:53 
15:25 15:34 15:38 15:42 16:03 16:08 
15:48 15:57 16:01 16:05 16:26 16:31 
16:12 16:21 16:25 16:29 16:50 16:55 
16:27 16:36 16:40 16:44 17:05 17:10 
16:42 16:51 16:55 16:59 17:20 17:25 
17:17 17:26 17:30 17:34 17:55 18:00 
17:52 18:01 18:05 18:09 18:28 18:33 
18:30 18:39 18:42 18:45 19:01 19:06 
19:05 19:13 19:16 19:19 19:34 19:39 
19:40 19:47 19:50 19:54 20:08  
20:45 20:52 20:55 20:58 21:11  
21:45 21:52 21:55 21:58 22:11  
22:45 22:52 22:55 22:58 23:11  
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Table 39: Example of schedule data output for use in TLOS 
NodeID Route Run Time 
11748 18211 1 331 
11384 18211 1 331.6667 
14501 18211 1 332.3333 
6569 18211 1 333 
14198 18211 1 333.6667 
8927 18211 1 334.3333 
2729 18211 1 335 
11748 18211 2 361 
11384 18211 2 361.6667 
14501 18211 2 362.3333 
6569 18211 2 363 
14198 18211 2 363.6667 
8927 18211 2 364.3333 
2729 18211 2 365 
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